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To The Student

We live in the age of technology and computers are part of that technology.  Up to this time you 
have probably used computers only for the retrieval of information on CD ROMS, for word processing, 
for playing games or for searching the internet.  As you work your way through the investigations in 
this manual you will be using computers in a new and unique way.  The computer will become your 
laboratory assistant as you discover new information!  Actually, the computer will collect data and 
make observations as directed by you through the Data Logger software commands.  You tell it what to 
do through user friendly software and the computer does the rest.

Your task in the laboratory shifts when computers are available to monitor experiments.  You 
have more time for thinking, more time for planning experiments and more time for making sense of the 
data collected by the experiment.  Use your laboratory time to think and behave like a scientist.  
Become a generator of questions and a thoughtful experimenter.

The investigations included in this manual are challenging.  They will stretch your ability to 
manipulate equipment and to follow instructions for using the equipment.  All of the investigations will 
be done by small teams working on the same problem.  Cooperative team work will be crucial from the 
first investigation and on to the last.  Do your share of the work.  Provide your share of the leadership.  
Get involved, get interested and make the work fun!

The investigations in this manual, like the experiments in science, lead to new questions that 
merit study.  Some of these have been included in the Going Further section of each investigation.  Find 
a question that interests you and take it on as an independent inquiry.  Better yet, frame a question of 
your own that you can investigate using the computer and the Vernier LabPro and Data Logger system.

Good luck and continued success in your study of science!

Bruce D. Westling
St. Louis, Missouri
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

EXPLORING PH:
Hydrogen Ion Concentration, A Critical Life Condition

Everyone has heard of acid rain and some ideas that explain the cause of it.  One cause is related 
to the burning of coal in our electrical power generating plants.  Waste products from the coal combine 
with water in the atmosphere to form acids.  When it rains, water containing the acids collects in 
streams, rivers, lakes, and oceans.  If the acids are strong enough or if their amount is excessive the 
acidity of the body of water also changes.  These changes often have severe consequences for plant and 
animal life in the water.

On a microscopic scale, the chemical reactions associated with the life of the cell constantly 
change the environmental conditions within and around the cell.  For example, carbon dioxide released 
during the process of cellular respiration combines with water both inside and outside the cell to form 
carbonic acid.  When not controlled, the production of this acid changes the acidity of the cell’s 
environment and effects essential chemical reactions.

What is an acid?  Chemists have learned that acid substances contain an excess of hydrogen ions 
( H+) over hydroxide ions (OH-).  In addition to acids containing an excess of hydrogen ions,  acids 
donate hydrogen ions.  Bases, on the other hand, contain an excess of hydroxide ions over hydrogen ions 
and they accept hydrogen ions.  When the concentration of the two ions is equal the solution containing 
them is neutral.

The concentration of hydrogen ions in solution is measured along a numbered scale ranging from 0, 
very acidic, to 14, very basic.  Seven, the scale's midpoint, is neutral.  Values above 7 indicate basic 
conditions.  Values below 7 indicate acidic conditions.  Scale values are unit less and are spoken of as pH 
numbers.
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Information about pH will be important to you throughout this year's study of biology.  You will 
discover, for example, that most biochemical activities essential for life also change pH.  Yet, nearly 
every one of these chemical reactions depends on a fixed pH value that must remain constant.  How is a 
constant internal environment maintained?

In this laboratory investigation you will first investigate the pH of some common biological 
substances.  Next,  you will measure how  water and milk respond to the addition of acid.  Finally, you 
will investigate the buffering action of Rolaids, Tums, and Gaviscon.

Vernier Equipment
pH sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
20 ml. of pH 7 buffer, 20 ml. of 0.1 M HCl, rinsing bottle filled with distilled water, 25 ml. and 50 ml. 
graduated cylinders, 5 - 50 ml. beakers, 20 ml. distilled water,  20 ml. vinegar, 20 ml. orange juice, 20 ml. 
tap water, 20 ml. of 2% milk, 20 ml. of cola, 20 ml. bleach, 20 ml. Tums solution, 20 ml. Gaviscon solution, 
20 ml. Rolaids solution, pipet, 100 ml. of tap water in a 150 ml beaker, biological materials from home

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron.  Tie back long hair and roll up long sleeves. 
The hydrochloric acid solution is caustic and can cause skin burns and clothing destruction.  Keep paper 
toweling under beakers containing these substances.  Wipe up spills immediately and report any spills 
to your teacher.
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Procedure - Finding the pH of Biological and Other Substances

1. Double click on the Logger Pro desk top icon to load the software program.  The experiment is set 
up automatically and the computer screen displays a data table and graph.  The data table has 
two columns one labeled time and the other labeled pH.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled pH 
and the X axis is labeled time. 

2. Remove the storage bottle from the pH sensor by turning the bottle cap counterclockwise until it 
is free from the container.  Slide the cap from the probe and replace is on the bottle.  Set the 
bottle aside where it will not be spilled.  Place the sensor probe in a beaker containing 100 ml of 
tap water.

3. Pour 20 ml. of buffer (pH 7), into a 50 ml. beaker. Remove the the pH sensor from the tap water 
solution and place it into the buffer solution.  Single click on the Collect button.  Gently swirl 
the beaker to cause the buffer to flow around the probe.  Data will begin to appear in the table 
and graph.  Read the pH of the buffer when the computer reading has finished the 90 second 
run. The reading should be very close to pH 7.  Report any large variance to your teacher 
otherwise continue to step 4.

4. The Logger Pro software takes a pH reading every two seconds and will do this continuously for 
90 seconds.  After 90 seconds the table and graph will be full and no new readings will be 
displayed.  When you let your data run for the full 90 seconds, the program will stop 
automatically.  Then, to start a new test, click on Collect and Logger Pro will erase the old data 
and start a new  data set.  (You may have a window pop up that gives you a variety of choices.  
Choose “erase last run and continue collecting”.) 

5. Predict the pH of each substance listed in Table 1.  Remember acids taste sour and bases taste 
bitter. 
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6. Measure the pH of each substance listed in Table 1.  Pour 20 ml. of the substance to be tested into 
a clean and dry 50 ml. beaker.  Rinse the pH probe in distilled water using the rinse bottle.  
Place the clean probe into the substance.  Swirl the beaker containing the substance to cause it to 
flow over the tip of the probe.  When the data run is complete record the final value in Table 1.

7. Dump the tested substance.  Wash and dry the beaker.  Rinse the pH probe.  Repeat step 6 for 
each remaining substance.

Procedure - Buffers
Buffer systems often consist of a weak acid and one of its salts.  Together the two substances can 

absorb large numbers of excess hydrogen ions or excess hydroxide ions that enter the solution.  For this 
activity you will be using solutions that may or may not act as buffers.  Complete the following steps 
and then decide which solutions show buffering activity.

1. Pour 20 ml. of distilled water into a clean dry 50 ml. beaker.  Place the pH probe into the 
beaker.  Click on Collect.  Gently swirl the beaker to cause the solution to flow around the 
probe. Wait for the program to run the full 90 seconds.  When the data collection stops, record 
the final pH of the solution in data Table 2.  

2. Add 5 drops of 0.1 M HCl to the distilled water.  Click on Collect, swirl the solution.  When the 
data collection stops, record the final pH of the solution in data Table 2 under the 5 drop column 
of the table.  

3. Add an additional 5 drops of 0.1 M HCl to the distilled water. Click on Collect.   Swirl the 
solution.  When the data collection stops, record the final pH of the solution in data Table 2 
under the 10 drop column of the table.  

4.  Add an additional 5 drops of 0.1 M HCl to the distilled water. Click on Collect. Swirl the 
solution.  When the data collection stops, record the final pH of the solution in data Table 2 
under the 15 drop column of the table.  

5. Repeat the procedure described above adding 5 additional drops of acid. Measure and record 
the pH under the 20 drop column.

6. Dump the solution wash and dry the beaker.

7. Repeat steps 1 to 5 substituting milk for the distilled water.  Record the pH readings in table 2.
8. Repeat steps 1 to 5 substituting Tums suspension for the distilled water.  Record the pH readings 

in table 2.

9. Repeat steps 1 to 5 substituting Rolaids suspension for the distilled water.  Record the pH 
readings in table 2.

10. Repeat steps 1 to 5 substituting Gaviscon suspension for the distilled water.  Record the pH 
readings in table 2.

11. Rinse the pH sensor.  Place it back into the storage container.  Wipe down your work area with 
paper towels and leave the surface dry.  Return equipment and unused substances to the supply 
counter.  Exit Logger Pro.  Shut down the computer if directed to do so by  your teacher.   
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Analysis

1. Examine the data in table 1.  Plot a bar graph of the data in table 1.  Plot the type of solution on 
the X axis (independent variable) and pH on the Y axis (dependent variable).  Which 
substance is most acidic?  basic?

2. Plot a line graph of the data contained in table 2. Plot the number of drops used on the X axis 
and the pH on the Y axis.  Use a different color code for each solution.

3. Examine the data in table 2  and the graphs of this data.  Did any substance act as a buffer?  
Which one or ones?

4. How  would you determine if there is a limit to the capacity of a buffer to absorb hydrogen ions? 

5. Which of the substances tested might help reduce the symptoms associated with “acid 
stomach”. 

Going Further.

1. Establish an aquarium containing both plants and fish. Measure the pH of the water in the 
aquarium at the same time each day.  Continue the measurements for a month or more.  Report 
on any changes you observe.

2. Establish an aquarium containing both plants and fish.  Place the tank in a window facing the 
sun.  Measure the pH of the water in the aquarium every 15 minutes over a 24 hour period.  
Report on any changes you observe.

3. Collect samples of rain and snow.  Measure the pH of these samples and report your findings. 
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TABLE 1:  BIOLOGICAL  AND COMMON SUBSTANCE pH

Other
Bleach

Diet Coke
Cola (Coke)

Water
Tap Water

Milk
Orange Juice

Vinegar
pH MeasuredpH PredictedBiological Substance

TABLE 2:  BUFFERING ACTION BY ANTACIDS

pH After Adding Drops of Acid

Rolaids
Tums

Gaviscon
Milk

Distilled 
Water

20 Drops15 Drops10 Drops5 Drops0 DropsSubstance
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

The Breakdown of Hydrogen Peroxide by Catalase
 

The  characteristics of life are the result of chemical reactions occurring  within the cell.  These 
chemical reactions take place at unusually high rates because of the participation of a group of protein 
molecules known as enzymes.  While enzymes speed up the rate of the chemical reaction they are not 
consumed during the reaction.  Therefore, each molecule of the enzyme can continuously repeat the 
reaction it regulates.

According to current theory, the enzyme combines temporarily  with a specific substrate molecule 
forming an enzyme-substrate complex.  This union of enzyme and substrate is thought to place added 
stress on bonds holding the substrate molecule together.  So, the energy needed to initiate the bond 
breaking process is lower and the chemical reaction can take place at life tolerable temperatures.  
These assumptions are illustrated in the following reaction.

Enzyme + Substrate   Enzyme-Substrate Complex  Enzyme + Products
Catalase, is a common enzyme that converts hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) into water (H2O) and 

oxygen (O2).  This reaction is shown in the following equation.

Catalase + 2H2O2  Catalase + 2H2O + O2
The rate of the conversion of hydrogen peroxide into water and oxygen is measurable.  One method, 

which we will use, measures how rapidly oxygen is released when catalase is added to the hydrogen 
peroxide.  If the reaction occurs in a sealed container the oxygen produced causes an increase in the 
pressure within the container.  This pressure increase is measurable using a special sensor.

The sensor produces an electrical signal that is proportional to the increase in pressure.  The signal 
is digitized by the LabPro interface and then sent to the computer for recording and display.  As the 
measurements are recorded on the screen, a curve representing the pressure change in the reaction vessel 
is drawn that represents the rate of oxygen release.  If the curve is steep the reaction is rapid.  If the 
curve has a slight incline the reaction is slow.  A flat line shows there is no reaction.

Your task is to figure out how catalase concentration changes the rate of the reaction.  State your 
prediction as a hypothesis and record it after question 1 in the analysis section of this report.
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Vernier Equipment
Pressure sensor, LabPro interface, gas pressure accessories kit

Materials
Safety goggles, 50 ml. beaker, 1.5% hydrogen peroxide, Chopped liver, apple slice, ground hamburger, 
potato, splint, matches, test tubes, test tube brush, 10 ml. graduate, catalase solution, 1 ml syringe, 10 ml 
syringe, 125 ml beaker.
 
Safety
Wear safety goggles at all times during this investigation.  Carefully follow the special instructions 
given by your teacher for doing the glowing splint test for oxygen.  Your teacher also will have added 
instructions for the disposal of the waste liver, apple, potato and hamburger tissue.

Procedure
1. Record all data in Table 1 or in a similar table in your data book.

2. Verify that cells contain catalase and that the enzyme breaks down hydrogen peroxide into 
oxygen and possibly water.  Place 5 ml. of hydrogen peroxide solution into a test tube.  Add 
pieces of chopped liver to the solution.  Describe the reaction you observe.  Test the bubbles that 
form with a glowing splint (oxygen test).  Record your observation.  After the reaction stops add 
another 5 ml. of hydrogen peroxide to the tube.  Does the reaction start again?  Which substance 
is consumed during the reaction, catalase or hydrogen peroxide?  

3. Test potato tissue, apple tissue and hamburger for catalase activity as you did in step 2 above.  
Do these tissues contain catalase?  Do they seem to contain the same amount of catalase?
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Apple

Potato

Hamburger

Liver

Results of Glowing 
Splint TestReaction with CatalaseOrganic Substance

Table 1:  Qualitative Catalase Observations
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Lab Pro Computer Setup
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of the 

pressure sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power supply is plugged into 
the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is plugged into the LabPro 
and the computer USB port. 

2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph should appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph should be labeled 
Pressure (kPa) and the X axis should be labeled Time (S).  The Collect button at the top of the 
screen should also be highlighted.  If this is the case proceed to the next step.  If the computer 
did not detect the pressure sensor the graph will not be labeled and the Collect button will be 
faded.  In this case ask your teacher to manually set the sensor ID for you.

3. At this point the monitor window should be divided into two regions.  The left region should 
contain the table for recording the pressure readings.  The right region should contain the graph 
where the pressure readings will be plotted.  Both the table and graph have titles and labels.  
You are now almost ready to start data collection.  Begin by single clicking the Collect button.

4. A plot of the room’s air pressure should now appear on the graph and new readings should 
appear in the table every second.  The plot of the pressure should be just above 100 kPa.  Move 
the plot line down to the bottom of the graph  by changing the scale of the Y axis.  Place the 
pointed on zero at the bottom of the Y axis.  A box appears.  Click in the box.  The box is 
highlighted.  Type in the new value 100.  Click somewhere in the graph to initiate the change.  
Move the pointer over the top number of the Y axis.  A new box appears.  Click in the box in 
highlight it.  Type  in the new value 120.  Click somewhere in the graph to change the upper 
scale value.  Change the sample time by moving the pointer over the last number of the X axis.  
A box appears.  Click in the box to highlight it.  Type in the new sample time (200).  Click 
somewhere in the graph to change the X axis scale.  At this point the pressure sensor is in 
proper adjustment and should not be changed during the experiment.

5. Click stop .  Click on Experiment, drag to clear  latest run, release.  Now you are ready for the 
first run of the experiment.

Running the Experiment

1. Place 10 ml. of 1.5% hydrogen peroxide solution into the reaction flask using a 10 ml syringe 
that is to be used only for that purpose.

2. Add 1 ml of catalase solution to the enzyme vessel using a 1 ml syringe that is to be used only for 
that purpose.

3. Place the enzyme vessel inside the reaction flask without spilling the enzyme.

4. Insert the two hole stopper into the reaction flask with a twisting motion.

5. Seal the system by closing the valve. I t should be turned at a right angle to the tube.  Click on 
collect.  Immediately swirl the flask to tip the enzyme vessel.  This step spills the enzyme into 
the outer reaction flask.  Continue swirling the flask as long as data is being collected.

6. The line plotted on the graph should rise sharply.   Stop the data collection when the sample 
number reaches 200.  Open the valve to release the pressure.  Print a graph of the data.  Click on 
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Experiment, drag to clear  latest run, release.  Now you are ready for the next run of the 
experiment.

7. Remove the stopper from the reaction flask.  Dump the contents of the flask.  Wash and dry the 
reaction flask and the enzyme vessel thoroughly.

8. Repeat steps 1 to 7 for enzyme concentrations of 75%, 50%, 25%, and 0%.  A 75% concentration is 
obtained by using .75 ml of enzyme and 0.25 mL's of pH 7  buffer.  A 50% concentration is obtained 
by using .5 ml of enzyme and .5 ml of buffer pH 7.  A 25% concentration is obtained by using 0.25 
ml of enzyme and .75 ml of pH 7 buffer.  Use 1.0 ml of pH 7 buffer as the 0% enzyme 
concentration.

9.  Print graphs of all test runs.

Analysis

1. In this investigation you observed the chemical breakdown of hydrogen peroxide by the enzyme 
catalase.  Catalase was found in both plant and animal tissues and oxygen was one product of 
the reaction.  The following questions and activities are designed to help you in the 
interpretation of the data collected.  Start by examining your original hypothesis.

2. Sate your hypothesis in proper form.

3. List the variable plotted on the X axis of your 5 data graphs.  Is this the independent or 
dependent variable?

4. List the variable plotted on the Y axis of your 5 data graphs.  Is this the independent or 
dependent variable?

5. Write a title at the top of each of the five graphs.  The title should take the general form, 
"Graph 1.  The Effect of  (independent variable) on (dependent variable)."

6. Is the relationship of the variables shown on the graph direct or inverse?  Explain.  Do any 
graphs show  no change?

7. Write a short description of the slope of the line plotted on graph 1.  Give an explanation for 
the change in the slope of the line. 

8. Identify the conditions of the experiment held constant.  Why is it necessary to hold all 
conditions of an experiment constant except the one being tested?

9. Identify the experimental variable(s) and the control.  Why is a control a necessary part of this 
experiment?

10. Write a summary of your investigation.  Tell the reader what you learned about the enzyme 
catalase.  Offer proof for the statements made by referring the reader to specific evidence 
developed from the enzyme study.

11. Write a paragraph in which you summarize the information gained in steps 2  and 3 of the 
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procedure.  What evidence do you have that cells contain catalase?  What evidence do you 
have that catalase is not used up during the reaction?  What evidence do you have that oxygen 
is a product of the reaction?

Going Further

1. Continue your study of catalase using other concentrations of substrate (hydrogen peroxide) 
while holding the enzyme concentration constant.

2. Continue your study of catalase using other pH levels while holding the substrate and enzyme 
concentrations constant.

3. Continue your study using catalase from another source.  Determine if catalase from another 
source shows the same characteristics observed in this laboratory investigation
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Avg. Rate

25

100

75

50

0

Rate (Slope) kPa/secCatalase 
Concentration %

Table 2:  Effect of Enzyme Concentration

Avg. Rate

25

100

75

50

0

Rate (Slope) kPa/secPeroxide 
Concentration %

Table 3:  Effect of Substrate Concentration
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Avg. Rate

12
11
10
9
8

6

4

2

7

5

3

Rate (Slope) kPa/secpH

Table 4:  Effect of pH
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Diffusion Through a Dialysis Membrane
Transport of substances into and out of the cell is necessary in order to sustain life. Substances 

transported into the cell are used for growth, cellular respiration and to build products for cell export.  
Products transported out of the cell include waste products, enzymes and hormones. All of these 
substances pass through the cell’s outer membrane.

Three transport mechanisms; diffusion, osmosis and active transport, are known to be involved 
with the movement of materials into and out of the cell. In this laboratory you will investigate 
diffusion, a process whereby substances move from a region of high concentration of the substance to a 
region of lower concentration of the substance. A dialysis membrane composed of regenerated cellulose 
will be used to simulate the function of the cell membrane and to provide a barrier between the two 
solutions used in today’s investigation. 

You are asked to answer two questions. First, does heat change the rate of diffusion? Second, does 
the concentration (amount) of the substance change the rate of diffusion? State your predictions as 
hypotheses and record them after question 1 and 2 in the analysis section of this report.

Vernier Equipment
Conductivity sensor, LabPro interface
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Materials
Safety goggles, laboratory apron, 400 ml. beaker, 50 ml. beaker, thermometer, dialysis bag, graduated 
cylinder (100 ml.), distilled water, 0.5M sodium chloride solution, 0.1M sodium chloride solution.

Safety
Wear safety goggles at all times during the investigation.  Wipe up any spills of materials.

Procedure

Diffusion will be measured indirectly using a conductivity sensor.  The sensor uses ions dissolved in 
water to conduct a current of electricity from one side of the sensor to the other side of the sensor. The 
greater the number of ions in the water the greater the current of electricity produced by the sensor.  
Distilled water does not contain ions so no current would flow in distilled water.  When salt is added to 
water, the salt dissolves and forms huge numbers of ions.  A solution of salt would cause a large current 
of electricity to be produced and the conductivity value would be higher.  The probe has been calibrated 
to report conductivity in microsiemens per centimeter.

LoggerPro Setup
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of 

the conductivity sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power 
supply is plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable 
is plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.

2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled Conductivity  
(microsiemens/cm) and the X axis is labeled Time (s).  The Collect button at the top of the 
screen is also highlighted.  If this is the case proceed to the next step.  If the computer did not 
detect the conductivity sensor, the graph is not labeled and the Collect button is faded, ask your 
teacher to manually set the sensor ID for you.

3. Set the toggle switch of the conductivity probe to the 0-2000 position.  This is the lower most 
setting of the switch. 

4. Change the scale of the Y axis to read from 0 to 600. Ask your teacher for help if necessary.

Experiment
1. Place 200 ml. of distilled water in a 400 ml. beaker. Place the probe in the beaker.  

Click on the Collect button and read the ion concentration of the distilled water from 
the data table.   Record the ion concentration after analysis question 3.

2. Record the temperature of the distilled water in data table 1 (beside Room Temperature).

3. Place 40 ml. of 0.5M sodium chloride in a 50 ml. beaker.  Place the probe in the beaker and read 
the conductivity of this solution from the data table.   Rinse the probe with distilled water.   
Record the readingss after analysis question 4.   Place 40 ml. of 0.1 sodium chloride in a second 50 
ml. beaker.  Place the probe in the beaker and read the conductivity of this solution from the 
data table.  Record the reading after analysis question 4.

4. Rinse the probe in tap water and then place it back in the 400 ml. beaker containing distilled 
water.
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5. Pick up a section of dialysis tubing from the supply table.  Squeeze the tubing  together and then 
tie an overhand (granny) knot in the tubing.  The knot should be close to one end of the tube. 
Make sure the knot is tight.

6. Separate the two layers of tubing at the open end.  It helps to rub the tubing  between your 
fingers to accomplish this step.  It also helps to keep the tubing wet while you separate the 
layers.

7. Pour the 40 ml. of 0.5 M sodium chloride into the open end of the dialysis bag  which has been 
formed from the tubing.  Rinse the outer surface of the bag with tap water to remove any spilled 
sodium chloride solution.  Dry the bag with a paper towel.  Check to see that the bag is not 
leaking.  Twist the open end of the tubing and close with a small binder clip.

8. Clear the screen by clicking on the collect button and immediately place the bag into the beaker 
of distilled water.  One person should hold the open end of the bag above the level of the water 
in the beaker.  Another team member should use the probe to slowly stir the water.  It is 
important to constantly stir the solution.  The probe’s tip must always be held well below the 
surface of the water. See figure 1.

9. Collect measurements of the conductivity of the water for 90 seconds  (90 readings).  Once the 
readings have stopped go to “Experiment” on the toolbar and click “Store latest run”.  Find the 
slope of the linear portion of the graph.  Record the conductivity rate of change in the data 
table (this may also be performed at the end of the experiment after you have printed your 
graphs).  Next go to “Insert” on the toolbar and click “Text Annotation”.  Click in the box so you 
can enter a description of the experiment.  For example, “0.5 M NaCl @ 25C”.  Move the pointer 
over the arrow and drag to a place on your data points.

10. Dump the contents of the 400 ml. beaker and the contents of the bag.  Rinse the beaker in tap 
water.  Then rinse the beaker and the bag in distilled water. 

11. Repeat steps 7 through 10  but this time place 40 ml. of 0.1M sodium chloride into the bag.

12. Repeat steps 7 through 10 but this time use distilled water and 0.5 M sodium chloride that has 
been heated to 35 degrees Celsius.  Your teacher will explain how and where the heating of the 
solutions should be done.

13. Repeat steps 7 through 10 but this time use distilled water and 0.5M sodium chloride that has 
been cooled to 5 degrees Celsius.  Your teacher will explain how and where the cooling of the 
solutions should be done.

14. When you have completed your experiments “Insert” another “Text Annotation” and write your 
name in the box.  Drag this box to the upper left side of your graph.

15. Print your graphs.   First go to “File” in the toolbar and select “Page Setup...” and make sure 
your page is setup in landscape mode.   Next go to “File” and select “Print”.

16. Make sure to record your each of your slopes and fill out the data tables.
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17. Close Logger Pro if requested by your instructor.  Rinse, wash and dry all containers.

Analysis   
1. Hypotheses (Heat) _

2. Hypotheses (Concentration)

3. Report the ion concentration of distilled water.______________________

4. Report the ion concentration of 0.5M sodium chloride ________0.1 M sodium 
chloride________

5. Find the rate of conductivity change for each variable tested.  Remember the rate of 
conductivity change represents the diffusion rate of change.  Plot graphs of the change in rate of 
diffusion with temperature and with concentration.

6. How  might temperature, diffusion and the metabolism of cold blooded animals be related?

7. Write a sentence that explains how the rate of diffusion varies with the concentration of the 
diffusing substance.

8. Assuming the dialysis bag is sieve-like and full of small pores tell why diffusion through the 
membrane should occur faster at higher concentrations of sodium chloride.

9. What term is used to describe a membrane that allows substances to pass through it?  What 
term is used to describe a membrane that allows some substances to pass through it and not 
others?

10. In this investigation, was the highest concentration of salt in the bag or in the water in the 
beaker?  In this investigation, was the lowest concentration of salt in the bag or in the water in 
the beaker?  Was the direction of diffusion from low to high salt concentration or from high to 
low salt concentration?

11. Do you think any water diffused into or out of the bag during each 90 second test run?  Consider; 
was there a difference in the concentration of water inside and outside of the bag?  Is the 
membrane of the bag permeable to water?  If water did enter or leave the bag what term would 
be applied to this transport mechanism?  How might you determine if water did enter or leave 
the bag?

12. Write a sentence that explains how the rate of diffusion varies with the temperature. Using 
your knowledge of the relationship between temperature and molecular motion tell why 
diffusion should occur more rapidly at higher temperatures.

Going Further
1. Investigate the diffusion of other kinds of ions.  Design an investigation to find out if the size of 

the ion has any effect on the rate of diffusion.

2. Continue your study of diffusion using a broader range of temperatures and concentrations.
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3. Design an investigation to find out if the thickness of the membrane has any effect on the rate 
of diffusion.  Use a bag inside of another bag for this study.

35

Room Temp _______

5

Rate of Diffusion of NaCl 
(microsiemens/cm)

Temperature (Degrees C.)

Table 1. Change of the Rate of Diffusion with Temperature

o.1 Molar
0.5 Molar

Rate of Diffusion of NaCl 
(microsiemens/cm)

Concentration

Table 2. Change of Rate of Diffusion With Concentration
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION
Why Are Cells So Small?

Have you ever wondered why cells are so small?  To see just the shape of cells we use a light 
microscope and a magnification of at least 100 power.  We also know that the cells of large animals and 
plants are in general no larger than the cells of small animals and plants.  Large living things just have 
more cells than smaller living things.  In this investigation we will look at the cell size question and 
try to find a reason why cells are small. 

We will begin our exploration of the question by creating a model cell.  Its shape is that of a cube.  
The model cell is made of agar agar containing a waste substance, salt.  The salt is evenly distributed 
throughout the agar.  The dimension of the model cell is 2.5 cm on each side. This is much larger than a 
real cell.  The area of the model is a measure of the amount of cell membrane present and the volume of 
the model is a measure of the amount of cell content present (cytoplasm).  We also know that the real 
cell is a dynamic system constantly moving raw materials into the cell  and wastes and cell products out 
of the cell.  Transport mechanisms, diffusion, osmosis and active transport facilitate the exchange 
process.  In our model cell the demand for services, raw materials and waste elimination, increases as 
the volume increases while the ability to supply these services across the membrane increases as the 
surface area increases.   Think of demand as the model cell’s volume and supply as the model cell’s 
surface area.  Now the question becomes, can supply keep up with demand as the cell increases in size?

In our cell simulatiion, demand, requires the elimination of waste salt distributed throughout the 
agar cube’s interior.   When the agar cube is placed in a container of distilled water, salt will slowly 
diffuse from the cube’s interior where it is in high concentration and enter the water surrounding the 
cube where the salt concentration is lower.  Your task in this investigation is to compare the rate of 
diffusion of salt as the cell surface area is increased and the total cell volume is held constant.

The rate of diffusion is measured indirectly using a conductivity sensor.  The sensor uses the ions 
dissolved in water to conduct a current of electricity from one side of the sensor to the other side of the 
sensor.  The greater the number of ions in the water the greater the current of electricity produced by the 
sensor.  When salt is added to water, large numbers of ions are formed. A solution of salt causes a large 
current of electricity to be produced and the conductivity value is higher.  The probe is calibrated to 
report conductivity in microsiemens per centimeter.

Vernier Equipment
Conductivity sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
Safety goggles, laboratory apron, 500 ml. beaker, distilled water,scalpel, 5 agar cubes, calculator, 
metric ruler, rinse bottle. 

Safety
Wear safety goggles at all times during the investigation.  Wipe up any spills of materials.
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Procedure
1. Pick up a 2.5 cm agar cube from the supply counter.  Place it on a clean paper towel and bring it 

back to your work space.  Measure the cube’s dimensions to confirm that it is approximately 2.5 
cm on a side.  Record the dimensions in Table 1.   Calculate the cube’s area and volume.  Record 
these values in Table 1.   Calculate the ratio of surface area to volume.  Record the area 
/volume ratio in Table 1.

2. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.   The cable of 
the conductivity sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).   The LabPro power 
supply is plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable 
is plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.  The switch on the back of the 
conductivity sensor is set to the 0 - 200 range.

3. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top. 
(JBS students should click on the Cell Size file in the Biology folder.)   A data table and graph 
appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled Conductivity and the X axis is labeled 
Time (S).  The Collect button at the top of the screen is also highlighted.  If this is the case 
proceed to the next step.  If the computer did not detect the conductivity sensor, the graph is not 
labeled and the Collect button is faded, ask your teacher to manually set the sensor ID for you. 

4. Place 250 ml. of distilled water in a 500 ml. beaker.  Place the probe in the beaker.  Click on the 
Collect button and read the ion concentration of the distilled water from the window above the 
graph or from the data table. 

5. Click Stop to halt data collection.  
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6. You are now ready to make your first conductivity measurement.  One team member should start 
data collection by clicking on Collect.  A second team member should place the agar cube in the 
water and slowly stir the beaker contents with the sensor probe.  Collect measurements of the 
conductivity of the water for 2 minutes.  When data collection ends print the graph.   Find the 
slope of the portion of the curve between 50 and 100 seconds.  Record the slope (conductivity rate 
of change) in the table 1. 

7. Dump the contents of the beaker.  Water goes into the sink the agar cube goes into the special 
waste receptacle.   Rinse and dry the beaker. 

8. Repeat steps 1, 4, 5 and 6.  This time cut the agar cube into 2 equal parts and place both of the 
agar cells in the water.  Record the new measurements in table 1.  Calculate the new surface 
area, new volume and new area to volume ratio.  Find the new slope of the portion of the curve 
between 50 and 100 seconds.  

9. Dump the contents of the beaker. Water goes into the sink the agar pieces go into the special 
waste receptacle.  Rinse and dry the beaker.

10. Repeat the process you have been following above for agar cubes cut into 4 equal pieces, 8 equal 
pieces and 16 equal pieces.  Record all measurements and calculations in table 1.

11. When you are finished close Logger Pro if requested by your instructor.  Rinse, wash and dry all 
containers.

Analysis   
1. Report the ion concentration of distilled water.______________________  

2. In this investigation, was the highest concentration of salt in the agar block or in the water in 
the beaker?   In this investigation, was the lowest concentration of salt in the agar block or in 
the water in the beaker?   Was the direction of diffusion from low to high salt concentration or 
from high to low salt concentration?

3. What evidence is there that salt diffuses out of the agar blocks.

4. Is the rate of diffusion out of each size block about the same?

5. Assuming that the salt is a toxic substance and needs to be eliminated, which agar block of 
those tested would eliminate the salt most quickly?  Which block tested has the most 
favorable surface area/volume relationship?

6. Write a sentence that explains how the rate of diffusion varies with the surface area of the 
cell. 

7. Prepare a bar graph showing the relationship of the surface to volume ratio and the rate of 
diffusion of salt from the agar block.

8. Cells typically grow as they age.  What is the consequence of cell growth on the transport of 
materials into and out of cells? 

9. Why do you think larger animals have more cells rather than larger cells?
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10. Why do you think that the colder regions of the earth have have animals of larger size? 
Consider that the air is cold and the animal is hot, therefore heat is constantly lost to the 
environment. 

Going Further
1. Investigate the diffusion rate of cells of different thickness. Design an investigation to find out 

if the thickness of the cell has any effect on the rate of diffusion. 

2. Continue your study of diffusion using a range of cell shapes.
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Rate of Diffusion
microsiemens per 
centimeter/sec

Ratio 
surface/
volume

Volume 
cm3

Surface Area 
cm2

Agar Dimension 
cm

Table 1.  Cell Surface to Volume Relationships
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

MEASURING THE RATE OF PHOTOSYNTHESIS
Light and Photosynthesis

About 2.5 - 3 billion years ago a new chemical process, photosynthesis,  was evolved by a 
unicellular life form.  This first autotroph changed the planet in ways that are still astounding to all 
that think about it.  First the organism acquired the ability to produce its own food supply, it became 
the world’s first independent cell.  Then as a by-product of the food making process, oxygen, started to 
accumulate in the atmosphere.  This eventually lead to the evolution of aerobic respiration and more 
efficient energy production by evolving life. 

Studies leading to an understanding of the process of photosynthesis started as far back as 1648 
when van Helmont suggested that plants grow from water alone.  Later Priestly, 1772, discovered that 
plants repair the air injured b y burning candles.  Actually, the plants replaced the oxygen consumed by 
the burning candle.  Shortly after, Ingen-House (1778) extended Priestly’s work on plants and reported 
that they only released oxygen when illuminated and in the dark plants actually removed oxygen from 
the air of a sealed chamber.  Much later, Jean Senebier, showed that the increase in the carbon content 
of a growing plant is derived from the uptake of carbon dioxide from the air.  And, very importantly, 
the uptake of carbon dioxide is accompanied by the release of oxygen into the air.  From these and many 
more recent studies of photosynthesis it is possible to write a general chemical equation for the  process.

Light
6 CO2 + 6H20                                            C6H1206 + 6O2

Chlorophyll

In chemical language the equation tells us that six molecules of carbon dioxide combines with 6 
molecules of water to yield one molecule of sugar (glucose) and six molecules of oxygen.  It is also 
understood that the reaction only occurs in the light and within intact leaf cells containing 
chlorophyll.

In this laboratory activity you will determine the rate of photosynthesis in spinach leaves by 
measuring the amount of carbon dioxide they take up over an interval of time.  Additionally, you will  
have an opportunity to observe how CO2 levels vary during cellular respiration in plants.  The method 
to be used in this lab requires the spinach leaves to be confined in a sealed air filled chamber and 
exposed to a bright source of light.  While the leaves are confined in the chamber a sensor measures the 
concentration of carbon dioxide every two seconds.  An electrical signal generated by the sensor in 
response to changing carbon dioxide levels is sent to the computer for storage and display. 

Using this experimental procedure you are asked to measure the rate of photosynthesis of spinach 
leaves under varying light intensities.  Think about the following questions.  What change would you 
expect if the light intensity is low?  What change would you expect if the light intensity is high? 
What change would you expect if there is no light at all?  Develop a hypothesis that predicts the 
effect of light intensity on the rate of photosynthesis.  Write your hypothesis after item 1 in the 
analysis section of the investigation.
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Vernier Equipment
CO2 sensor, LabPro interface
Materials
Spinach leaves, plastic screens, aluminum foil, 100 watt soft white lamp, photosynthesis chamber, 500 
ml beaker, 1 pint Ziploc freezer bag, and paper towels.

Safety 
Wear safety goggles during this investigation.  An apron should be worn to protect your clothing.  The 
light bulb used during this experiment will get very hot. Do not handle the bulb. 
    

LabPro Sensor background information:

Leaf carbon dioxide intake is measured directly using the carbon dioxide gas sensor.  Measurement, by 
the sensor,  is based on the knowledge that carbon dioxide gas absorbs infrared (IR) radiation.  The 
sensor produces IR radiation from a hot filament.  The IR radiation travels through air for a short 
distance from the filament to a detector, for IR.  Carbon dioxide gas in the air path between the IR 
producing filament and the IR sensing detector decreases the electrical output of the carbon dioxide 
sensor.  The LabPro computer interface converts the electrical output of the sensor into a digital value 
that is carried to the computer via the USB cable.  Computer Logger Pro software stores the carbon 
dioxide values in a table and plots a graph of the carbon dioxide change with time.  The carbon dioxide 
sensor you will use is sensitive to concentrations of the gas between 0 and 5000 parts per million (ppm). 
The carbon dioxide concentration in the earth’s atmosphere is around 370 ppm.  Your breath could have 
concentrations as high as 50,000 ppm.
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Procedure

1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of the 
carbon dioxide sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power supply is 
plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is plugged into 
the LabPro and the computer USB port.

2. Remove the lid of the photosynthesis chamber.  Check to see that the CO2 sensor is firmly 
seated into the opening of the chamber.  If not, twist the stopper gently to seal the sensor and 
chamber opening.  DO NOT TWIST THE SENSOR ITSELF OR YOU MAY DAMAGE IT.

3. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph appears on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled CO2 ppm and 
the X axis is labeled Time (sec).  The Collect button at the top of the screen is highlighted.  If 
this is the case proceed to step 5.  If the computer did not detect the carbon dioxide gas sensor 
the graph will not be labeled and the Collect button will be faded.  In this case proceed to step 
4.

4. Single click on the LabPro button.  A new window appears showing the LabPro image and CH 
information.  Click and hold on the gray CH button.  Drag to Chose Sensor and hold.  Drag to 
CO2 gas and release.  Now the CH1 display is titled CO2 gas and a CO2 reading is shown 
below the title.  Finally, close the sensor window. 

5. At this point the monitor window is divided into two windows.  The left window contains the 
table for recording the carbon dioxide readings.  The right window  contains the graph where 
the carbon dioxide readings will be plotted.  Both the table and graph have titles and labels. 
You are now ready to start data collection.  Begin by single clicking the Collect button. 

6. Clicking the collect button begins the warm-up of the CO2 sensor and  initiates the collection of 
data.  One data sample is taken every two seconds for 600 seconds.  The warm-up process takes 
90 seconds to 120 seconds before the data readings are stable.

7. Change the scale of the Y axis by clicking on the number 5000 at the top of the axis.  Clicking on 
the number causes a highlighted area to appear.  Type the number 2000 in the highlighted 
area.  Next, click anywhere in the graph.  The axis now reads from 0 ppm to 2000 ppm.

8. While you are waiting for the data readings to stabilize obtain 4 - 5 spinach leaves.  Using a 
paper towel, remove any surface moisture from the leaves. Mass the leaves and only use 10 
grams of the spinach leaves for the experiment.  Arrange the leaves so that they cover the 
entire inner lower surface of the photosynthesis chamber.   It does not matter if there is some 
overlapping of the leaf surfaces.  Place the leaves so that the darker green surface of the leaf is 
up and the lighter green surface is down.  Do not press the leaves down against the chamber’s 
lower surface.  Replace the chamber cover. 

9. Add 400 ml of cold tap water to the 1 pint Ziploc storage bag.  Seal the bag and place it on the 
cover of the photosynthesis chamber.  

10. Set up the lamp so that the bottom of the light fixture is 17 cm. above the lab table.  Turn on 
your lamp and place it over the photosynthesis chamber.  Make sure that the light fixture is 
parallel to the photosynthesis chamber and bag so that the spinach leaves will receive the 
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maximum amount of illumination.  See Figure 1.  The positions of the light and chamber must be 
kept constant during the data collection process.

11. Click the Stop button.  Click on the Experiment menu item and drag to Clear Latest Run, then 
release.  The data table and graph are clear for a new run.

12. Click the Collect button to begin measuring any change in the chamber’s CO2 level.  Collect 
data for the full 600 seconds or until the data goes off screen.  Data collection will stop 
automatically at 600 seconds.

13. After data collection stops, click on the Experiment menu item and drag to Store Latest Run.  
Next, click on the Insert menu item and drag to Text annotation.  A box with an arrow will 
appear on your graph.  You can move the cursor around the box until a hand appears.  You can use 
the hand to drag the box wherever the box fits well on the graph.  You can also grab the end of 
the arrow with a hand to adjust its alignment with the line on the graph.  Using the space in 
the box, label your graph line appropriately.

14. Remove the cover of the chamber without moving the chamber. Fan fresh air into the chamber 
for three minutes.  Additionally, in order to clear the CO2 sensor sufficiently, you should 
carefully remove it from the chamber and let the sensor sit on the lab table.  Click on the 
Collect button and watch the graph on the computer.  When the sensor reading  returns to the 
base line reading of the first experiment (or very close), you are ready to continue.  It might 
help to fan the CO2 sensor while you are fanning the chamber.  Add fresh tap water to the 
Ziploc bag. Replace CO2 sensor carefully.  DO NOT TWIST THE SENSOR ITSELF OR YOU 
MAY DAMAGE IT.  Replace the cover to the chamber and place the bag on top of the chamber.

15. You will now repeat the procedure using wire screens to decrease light intensity.  These screens 
should be placed below the Ziploc bag and above the chamber.  Your teacher will assign the 
number of screens for you to use.   Repeat steps 10 to 14.

16. You will repeat the procedure again using a layer of aluminum foil between the bag and the 
photosynthesis chamber.  Repeat steps 10 to 14.

17. Remove the aluminum foil. Remove the cover of the chamber without moving the chamber.  
Remove the leaves from the chamber.  Repeat steps 10 to 14  with the spinach leaves removed.

18.  Click on the Insert menu item and drag to Text annotation.  A box with an arrow will appear on 
your graph.  Delete the arrow by clicking on the arrow and pushing the delete button on your 
computers key board.  Move the box to the bottom of the graph and type your name and your 
partners names in the box.  Click and hold on the File menu option.  Drag to Print Graph, 
release.

19. Close Logger Pro.  Do not turn off the computer unless told to do so by your teacher.  Return the 
spinach leaves to the supply area. Clean up your laboratory work space and leave the 
equipment assembled and as it was found when you entered the area.

20. Find the slope of the linear portion of each graph line. Note that your readings were recorded 
in ppm/second.  You need to onvert your readings to ppm/minute.  Record the slope value in 
Table 1. 
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Analysis

1. Write your hypothesis statement in proper form.

2. You should have a graph with several lines representing different light intensities and a 
control.  Which variable is plotted on the X axis?  Y axis?

3. Plot a bar graph of light intensity  vs. the rate of photosynthesis.  Provide a title for the 
graph.  Label the axes of the graph with appropriate variable names. 

4. Identify the conditions of this experiment that were held constant.  What condition was 
varied?

5. Did this experiment have a control?  What was the control?

6. Examine your original hypothesis.  Does your data support or contradict your hypothesis?

7. Write a summary of this investigation.  Examine the data and the graphs for changes and 
trends.  In a paragraph describe the change in the rate of photosynthesis as the light intensity 
is changed by the addition of screens.  Explain what happened to the CO2 levels  when foil was 
placed over the photosynthesis chamber.  Why did this change occur?  Tell the reader what 
you learned about the process of photosynthesis in Spinach.

Going Further
1. Design and do an experiment to find out if the color of light changes the consumption of carbon 

dioxide by spinach. Try using green, red, blue and yellow filters.

2. Design and do an experiment to find out if there is a threshold beyond which an increase in 
light intensity does not increase the rate of carbon dioxide consumption.
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Carbon Dioxide Consumed (ppm/min)Light Intensity (%)Number of Screen

Table 1:  Carbon dioxide Consumption at Various Light Intensities
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

A Study of Yeast Fermentation
The first stage of cellular respiration (glycolysis) produces two molecules of pyruvic acid, two 

molecules of NADH, two H+ and a net gain of two molecules of ATP for each molecule of glucose 
consumed.  The fate of the molecules of pyruvic acid, the NADH and the H+ depends on whether 
oxygen is available to the cell and on whether the cell contains mitochondria.  Without oxygen, 
yeast cells, which contain mitochondria, recycle their NAD+ by reducing (adding back H+ ions and 
electrons) the pyruvic acid with hydrogen ions and electrons from NADH.  This process produces 
alcohol, carbon dioxide, and NAD+.  The NAD+, free of its hydrogen, is then available to accept 
more hydrogen as glycolysis continues.

These reactions are summarized in the following equations:

1. Glycolysis
C6H12O6 + 2ATP + 2NAD+ ----- 2C3H4O3 + 2NADH +2H+ +4ATP

2. Alcoholic Fermentation
2C3H4O3 + 2NADH +2H+ ----- 2C2H6O + 2CO2 + 2NAD+

[KEY:   C6H12O6 is glucose;  C3H4O3 is pyruvic acid; and  C2H6O is ethyl alcohol]

During this laboratory you will investigate the rate of the fermentation reactions by indirectly 
measuring the output of carbon dioxide.  This is done using a pressure sensor.  The pressure sensor is 
already familiar to you as it was used previously to record oxygen output from the breakdown of 
hydrogen peroxide.  The equipment you will use is shown in Figure 1.

The class will be divided into two research companies, each competing to determine the 
optimal conditions under which yeast ferments the best.  Each company will elect one student 
C.E.O. who will be responsible for overseeing all data collection.  Your research must determine 
optimal fermentation conditions in the following areas:

1. Amount of yeast used
2. pH
3. Type of Monosaccharide (simple sugars)
4. Type of Disaccharide (double sugars)

Following data collection and analysis, you will be giving an group oral presentation of all aspects of 
your research.

Vernier Equipment
Pressure sensor, LabPro interface, gas pressure accessories kit 
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Materials
(All Teams)  Clock with second hand, water bath, reaction flask with valve and tubing, turkey 
baster, thermometer, source of hot and cold water, balance (decigram), 25 mL graduated cylinder, 
buffer pH 7, yeast, and sucrose.

(Research Groups):  yeast as needed; buffer ph 3, 5, 7, 9 11; various monosaccharides (glucose, 
galactose, fructose);  and various disaccharides (sucrose, maltose, lactose)
Safety
Wear safety goggles.  Open the valve of the reaction flask as soon as a run is completed.  The 
fermentation reaction will build up considerable pressure that must be released after each run.

Procedure

LoggerPro Setup
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of 

the pressure sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power supply is 
plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is 
plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.

2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled Pressure  
(KPa) and the X axis is labeled Time (s).  The Collect button at the top of the screen is also 
highlighted. If this is the case proceed to the next step.  If the computer did not detect the 
conductivity sensor, the graph is not labeled and the Collect button is faded, ask your teacher to 
manually set the sensor ID for you.

3. The Logger Pro program divides the monitor window into two regions.  The left region 
contains the table for recording the pressure readings.  The right region contains the graph 
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where the pressure readings are plotted.  Both the table and graph have titles and labels.  
You are now ready to start data collection.  Begin by single clicking the Collect button.

4. A plot of the room’s air pressure appears on the graph and new readings appear in the data 
table every second.  The plot of the pressure will fall just above or just below the 100 kPa line.  
Move the plot line down to near the bottom of the graph by changing the scale of the Y axis.  
Place the pointer on zero at the bottom of the Y axis.  A box appears.  Click in the box. vThe box 
is highlighted.  Type in the new value 95.  Click somewhere in the graph to initiate the 
change.  Move the pointer over the top number of the Y axis.  A new box appears.  Click in the 
box in highlight it.  Type  in the new value 120.  Click somewhere in the graph to change the 
upper scale value.  Change the sample time by moving the pointer over the last number of the X 
axis.  A box appears.  Click in the box to highlight it.  Type in the new sample time (300).  Click 
somewhere in the graph to change the X axis scale.  At this point the pressure sensor is in 
proper adjustment and should not be changed during the experiment.

5. Click stop in halt data collection.  Click on Experiment, drag to clear  latest run, release.  
Now you are ready for the first run of the experiment.

Experiment
1. Organize your small team.  You will need a leader and two or three good workers.  

Assign one person in your team the responsibility of measuring and adjusting the 
temperature of the water bath in order to keep it at a constant temperature of 25 degrees 
C.  Radiation of heat from the bath will cause the water to become cooler.  The 
monitor's responsibility is to add small volumes of warm water to the bath and to 
remove small volumes of cooler water from the bath.  Water is added to and removed 
from the bath with the turkey baster.  Another person should mix the solutions and 
have each test batch ready to go.  Another person should run the computer and the last 
person should handle data analysis and record keeping.  If you have fewer than four 
people in your group some assignments will need to be combined.

2. Run one test using the standard conditions.  a.  temperature 25 degrees Celsius, b.  25 ml. of 
buffer pH 7, c. 2 grams of sucrose, d. 2 grams of yeast.  Combine the three substances together 
in the reaction flask.  Mix the contents of the flask by swirling.

3. Place the flask and solution in the 25C  water bath with the stopper firmly in place but, 
with the valve open.  Wait 10 minutes for the yeast to become active .

4. After 10 minutes seal the flask by closing the valve.  Click on the collect button.  A line, 
representing the pressure, should appear on the graph and individual measurements should 
appear in the data table.

5. Continue recording for 300 seconds or until the pressure reaches 120 kPa.  Pressure above 120 
kPa is likely to cause the stopper to pop out of the flask.

6. Release the pressure in the flask by opening the value. This should be done immediately 
after the run.

7. Once the readings have stopped go to “Experiment” on the toolbar and click “Store latest 
run”.  Find the slope of the linear portion of the graph and record the value of the slope in 
your teams data table (this may also be performed at the end of the experiment after you 
have printed your graphs).
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8. Empty the contents of the flask in a sink.  Wash the flask in warm soapy water and then 
dry it with a paper tower.

9. Continue the investigation of the variables assigned to your group by your C.E.O. by following 
steps 2 (with your modifications) through 8. Once you are finished print your graphs of each 
experimental run on the same page.  Find the rate of reaction (slope of the linear portion of each 
graph) for each run.  Record the rate values (kPa/min.) in the team’s data table.  Multiply the 
slope value (kPa/sec) by 60 before recording.  Variables that need testing are as follows:

10. Amount of Yeast:  4.0 g, 3.0 g., 2.0 g., 1.0g., and 0.0 g. of  yeast.  All other variables are standard.

11. pH Buffers of pH 3,5,7,9, and 11.  All other variables are standard.

12. Monosaccharides:  glucose, fructose, galactose and no sugar.  All other  variables are standard.

13. Disaccharides:  lactose, maltose, sucrose and no sugar.  All other variables are standard.

14. Determine which type of graph, line or bar, is most appropriate for each variable plotted.  

15. Close the Logger Pro data collection program. Turn off the power supply to the LabPro interface. 
Turn off the computer if told to do so by your instructor. Organize the lab station for the next user 
group.
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Analysis
1. Each research company will give an oral report to the class following collection and 

analysis of the data.  Remember, you are part of a research group at a large bakery or 
brewery (you decide).  Your team has been given the responsibility of finding one ideal 
fermentation condition for a new process at the company.  Your salary (grade) will depend 
on the quality of this report.  You will need visuals for this presentation so all class 
members can see the data your team collected.

2. Your oral report should furnish information about the problem investigated, relevant 
background information, the procedure used, the variables tested, the conditions held 
constant, the control set-up, the data obtained, and the conclusions drawn.  Report 
difficulties experienced and any recommendations for future studies.

3. Following the formal report, your team is expected to be able to answer questions pertaining 
to your experiment. Some questions will come from other class members but most will come 
from the DIRECTOR OF COMPANY RESEARCH (your teacher).  Sample questions appear 
below.

What chemical change did you measure?
How do you know the yeast cells caused the change?
How do you know the reaction requires a fuel molecule?
What was the fuel molecule?
Why do yeast cells carry out this reaction?
What was the independent variable of your experiment?
What was the dependent variable?
What conditions did you control?
How did you find the slope of the pressure line?
What information does the slope provide?
Is there. a relationship between which monosaccharides and which  disaccharides 
work well?
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Sample Data Tables:

4 grams
3 grams
2 grams
1 gram
0 grams

Fermentation Rate (kPa)/min.Amount of Yeast

Table 1. Title:

11
9
7
5
3

Fermentation Rate (kPa)/min.pH

Table 2.  Title:  

Monosaccharides

No sugar
Galactose
Fructose 
Glucose

Fermentation Rate (kPa)/min
Table 3  Title
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No Sugar
Sucrose
Maltose
Lactose

Fermentation Rate (kPa)/minDisaccharides

Table 4  Title
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Aerobic Respiration of Organisms
You are already familiar with the process of fermentation.  As you recall, fermentation,  which 

does not require oxygen, releases only small amounts of energy.  This energy, in the form of ATP, is 
sufficient to sustain the life activities of some simple forms of life.

Higher forms of life (humans, mice, insects, plants, etc.) have much greater energy needs.  Their 
cells all carry on aerobic respiration, a chemical process that requires oxygen.  The complete process of 
aerobic respiration is thought to yield approximately 36 molecules of ATP for each molecule of glucose 
used.  This is a vast evolutionary improvement over the yield of 2ATP molecules from fermentation!

The ATP obtained from respiration is used to pay the energy bills generated by the organism's 
cells.  These bills represent the cost of life activities such as:  heat production, synthesis of body 
materials, movement and growth.  Taken together, the chemical activities of the cell are its 
metabolism.

The complex process of aerobic respiration is summarized by the following chemical equation.

C6H12O6 + 6O2   -----  6CO2 + 6H2O + 36 ATP

Inspection of the equation should suggest to you that the rate of the reaction could be measured by 
monitoring the intake of oxygen or the output of carbon dioxide.  If the reaction proceeds rapidly from 
left to right the intake of oxygen would be high and the output of carbon dioxide would also be high.   
Similarly, if the reaction is slow, less oxygen would be used per unit of time and less carbon dioxide 
would be produced per unit of time. Your first task is to measure the rate of carbon dioxide production by 
a white mouse.  Next, for comparison you will measure the rate of carbon dioxide production by several 
other organisms, possibly a frog, a cricket, an earthworm or even germinating peas. How do you think 
the two rates will compare?  Write a statement, as a hypothesis, that compares the respiration rate of 
mice and the other organisms your teacher has available.   Record the statement in step 1 of the 
analysis.
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Vernier Equipment  (See Figure 1.)
LabPro Interface, Carbon dioxide sensor

Materials 
safety goggles, respiration chamber, mouse, other organisms, balance, small fan   

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron. Handle the animals with care.  Avoid mice bites by wearing 
leather gloves when moving the mice from the cake to the respiration chamber.

PROCEDURE
Carbon dioxide production is measured using a special sensor.  The sensors operation was 

explained earlier in the seed respiration laboratory.  The mouse or other organism is placed in a sealed 
chamber containing the sensor (See Figure 1). During respiration the animal, within the chamber, takes 
in oxygen and releases carbon dioxide into the chamber.   Normally, the rate of exchange of the two 
gases is equal and in this lab we will only measure the expected carbon dioxide level increase.  Team 
members should divide up the following tasks so that all can proceed at the same time.

1. One member should weigh the mouse and later the other animals.  Start by weighing the 
restraining cage which is inside the respiration chamber.  Next, place the mouse into the 
restraining cage.  This is most easily accomplished by wrapping the cage in a paper towel so 
that the interior is dark.  Hold the mouse near the opening and it will generally enter the cage. 
Now weigh the mouse and cage together.  Find the weight of the mouse by subtraction.  Record 
its weight in Table 2.

2. A second team member should check all of the hardware connections and then start the data 
collection program by clicking on the Logger Pro icon (JBS students click on the Respiration icon). 
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This should start the program and bring up a data table and graph on the computer screen. The 
Y axis is labeled Carbon Dioxide (ppm) and the X axis is labeled Time (S).  If the axes are not 
labeled correctly ask you teacher to manually install the carbon dioxide data collection 
program.  Click on Collect to start warming up the carbon dioxide sensor.  Warm up takes about 
200 seconds.  Once the plot of the graph is level you are ready to start testing the mouse.  Click 
on Stop while waiting for the next step.

3. Another team member should position the restraining cage containing the mouse in the 
respiration chamber.  Quickly twist the large rubber stopper into the open end of the chamber 
and start data collection by clicking on Collect. 

4. An increase in the level of carbon dioxide in the chamber should appear rather quickly. 
Continue collecting data until the level of carbon dioxide in the chamber reaches 5000 ppm or 
until data collection stops at 600 seconds.  Halt data collection by clicking on Stop.  Print the 
graph  (NOTE:  Your instructor may ask you to run several trials and have all the lines appear 
on one graph before printing the graph).  Find the slope of the most linear and steepest section 
of the graph.  Record the value in table 1. 

5. While one team member is working on the  slope problem other team members should be 
preparing for another test run.  Remove the stopper from the chamber.  Remove the restraining 
cage containing the mouse.  Using the small fan, blow fresh air into the chamber until the 
carbon dioxide level is back to normal.  Normal is when the carbon dioxide level is 
approximately 1000 ppm.

6. Run another  mouse trail following steps 3, 4 and 5. 

7. After returning the mouse to its home cage, run two  trials following steps 3, 4, and 5 with 
another organism.  Your instructor will indicate which organism to use.

8. Remember, some animals like frogs, are slippery and others, like crickets, can jump quickly.   
Remember to weight the animal and it’s restrainting cage and then subtract he restraining cage 
to  get the animals weight.  Some animals, like crickets, may be so small that you will run the 
trials with several of the organisms.  In this case, divide the mass of all the animals by the 
number of animals in the cage to find the average mass.

9. When finished close the program Logger Pro then clean and restore order to your work area.  

ANALYSIS
1. Write your hypothesis statement in proper form.

2. You should have 4 carbon dioxide graphs, two for each animal.   Print a title at the top of each 
graph.

3. Complete all rows of Tables 1, 2 and 3.  

4. Exchange average respiration data with the class by placing your data onto the class data 
table provided by your teacher.   Enter the data in the extra rows provided in Table 4.

5. Construct a bar graph showing the class average respiration rates of the mouse and the other 
organisms.   Write a title for the graph.  Label the axes of the graph with the name of the 
variable and its unit of measurement.
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6. Compare the respiration rate of your test subjects to that measured by the other laboratory 
teams.  Report the average rate, high, and low rate.

7. Suggest several possible reasons for the differences found.

8. Evaluate your original hypothesis at line 1 with the new evidence you have obtained from this 
experiment.

9. Write a summary equation for aerobic respiration.

10. Discuss the chemical role oxygen plays in aerobic respiration. What is the actual chemical 
source of the carbon dioxide you measured?

Going Further
1. Measure the respiration rate of insects including insect larvae.
2. Measure the respiration rate of plant tissue (ie. apple, potato  ). 

Data Tables:

AverageTrial #2Trial #1

Mouse

Organism

Table 1. Change in Respiration Chamber Carbon Dioxide Levels (ppm/s)

     

Weight of AnimalWeight of Cage and 
Animal

Weight of Cage

Mouse

Organism

Table 2:  Animal Weight Information (grams)
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ppm/second/gWeight (g)Average ppm/ 
Second

Mouse

Organism

Table 3:  Team Respsiration Rate Summary
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Average

Team 8

Team 7

Team 6

Team 5

Team 4

Team 3

Team 2

Team 1

MouseOrganisms 
----------->

Table 4:  Class Respiratory Rate Summary
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION    

Seed Respiration
Pea seeds, each,  contain an embryo plant, a supply of nutrients and a protective covering called 

the seed coat.  Assuming the temperature is high enough, germination of the pea seed begins when 
water and air diffuse into the seed through the coat.  These two substances contribute to vital cellular 
processes that further the growth of the embryo.  In time the embryo enlarges to the extent that it 
emerges from the seed coat and appears as a new pea plant.

Cellular respiration is one vital process referred to above.  Cellular respiration requires oxygen 
and an organic substrate that can undergo oxidation by the enzymes contained within the cell's 
cytoplasm and mitochondria.  This process using sugar as the organic substrate is summarized by the 
equation shown below.  

C6H12O6  + 6O2      6CO2 + 6H2O + Energy (ATP)

The chemical potential energy shown in the equation is released as ATP.  ATP in turn furnishes the 
energy needed by the cells of the embryo for growth and all life processes.

One would expect that as the embryo's total number of cells increases, then its total need for 
energy would increase. This energy need would drive the respiration process,  illustrated by the 
equation,  more rapidly to the right resulting in greater amounts of waste carbon dioxide being produced. 
Your task is to test this assumption by measuring the carbon dioxide released by pea seeds. One group of 
seeds will be dormant. Another test group will be into the germination process for 24 hours. A third test 
group will be into the germination process for 48 hours. From the data collected you are to determine if 
older germinating seeds release greater amounts of carbon dioxide then younger germinating seeds and 
dormant seeds.  Develop a hypothesis that predicts the effect of germination time on the seed’s rate of 
respiration.  Write your hypothesis after item 1 in the analysis section of this investigation.

Vernier Apparatus
LabPro, Carbon Dioxide Gas Sensor,  Seed Respiration Chamber

Materials
Safety goggles, laboratory apron, 40 glass beads, 40 pea seeds of three kinds (dormant, 24 hour, 

and 72 hour), paper towels.

Safety
Wear safety goggles at all times during this investigation 

Procedure
Seed carbon dioxide release is measured directly using the carbon dioxide gas sensor.  

Measurement using the sensor  is based on the knowledge that carbon dioxide gas absorbs infrared (IR) 
radiation. The sensor produces IR radiation from a hot filament. The IR radiation travels through air 
for a short distance from the filament to an IR detector. Carbon dioxide gas in the air path between the 
IR producing filament and the IR sensing detector decreases the electrical output of the carbon dioxide 
sensor. The LabPro computer interface in turn converts the electrical output of the sensor into a digital 
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value that is carried to the computer via the USB cable. Computer Logger Pro software stores the carbon 
dioxide values in a table and plots a graph of the carbon dioxide concentration over time. The carbon 
dioxide sensor you will use is sensitive to concentrations of the gas between 0 and 5000 parts per million 
(ppm).   The carbon dioxide concentration in the earth’s atmosphere is around 370 ppm.  Your breath 
could have concentrations as high as 50,000 ppm.
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Lab Pro Computer Setup

1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of the 
carbon dioxide sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power supply is 
plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is plugged into 
the LabPro and the computer USB port. 

2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph should appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph should be labeled 
CO2 ppm and the X axis should be labeled Time (sec).  The Collect button at the top of the 
screen should also be highlighted.  If this is the case proceed to step 4.  If the computer did not 
detect the carbon dioxide gas sensor the graph will not be labeled and the Collect button will be 
faded. In this case proceed to step 3.

3. Single click on the LabPro button. A new window appears showing the LabPro image and CH 
information.  Click and hold on the gray CH button. Drag to Chose Sensor and hold.  Drag to 
CO2 gas and release.  Now the CH1 display should be titled CO2 gas and a CO2 reading should 
be shown below the title.  Finally, close the sensor window. 

4. At this point the monitor window should be divided into two regions.  The left region should 
contain the table for recording the carbon dioxide readings.  The right region should contain the 
graph where the carbon dioxide readings will be plotted.  Both the table and graph have titles 
and labels.  You are now ready to start data collection.  Begin by single clicking the Collect 
button.

5. Clicking the collect button begins the warm-up of theCO2 sensor and initiates the collection of 
data.   One data sample will be taken each second for 600 seconds.  The warm-up process takes 
about  two minutes before the data readings are stable.

6. While you are waiting for the data readings to stabilize bring 50 glass beads, 50 (48 hour) pea 
seeds, 50 (24 hour) seeds and 50 dry (0 hour) pea seeds to your lab station.  Place each group on a 
paper towel and keep the groups separate from one another.
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7. Click the Stop button.  Click on the Experiment menu item and drag to Clear Latest Run, then 
release.  The data table and graph should now be clear for a new run.

Running the Experiment

1. Pour the 40 dry seeds into the seed respiration chamber. 

2. While holding the chamber with one hand use your other hand to place the shaft of the sensor 
into the mouth of the chamber.  Twist the stopper gently to seal the sensor and chamber mouth.  
DO NOT TWIST THE SENSOR ITSELF OR YOU MAY DAMAGE IT.

3. Click the Collect button to begin measuring any accumulation of carbon dioxide in the 
respiration chamber.  Collect data for the full 600 seconds.  Data collection will stop 
automatically at this time. 

4. After data collection stops, click and hold on the File  menu option.  Drag to Print Graph, 
release. 

5. Remove the sensor from the chamber by grasping the rubber stopper and twisting. DO NOT 
TWIST THE SENSOR ITSELF.  Empty the dry seeds from the chamber and return them to the 
supply table.  One member of the team should draw a “best fit line” though the data points of 
the graph and then calculate the rate of carbon dioxide release (slope of the line).  Record the 
rate value as the respiration rate in ppm/sec. 

6. Other team members should repeat steps 1 to 5 for the 24 hour and 72 hour seed groups as well as 
for the glass beads.  Print a graph for each data set and calculate the rate of carbon dioxide 
release (slope of the best fit line) for each data set.  Record the rate values in the data table.

7. Return the germinating seeds to the supply table.  Close the Pro Logger data collection program.  
Turn off the power supply to the LabPro interface.  Turn off the computer if told to do so by your 
instructor.  Organize the lab station for the next user group.

Analysis
1. State the hypothesis in proper form.

2. You should have 3 graphs, one for each seed germination group.  Write a title at the top of each 
graph.  Which variable is plotted on the Y axis of the graph?  Which variable is plotted on 
the X axis of the graph?  Is the relationship between the two variables linear or nonlinear?  Is 
the relationship between the two variables direct or inverse?  Explain.

3. Construct a bar graph of the data in Table 1.   Write a title for the graph. Label the axes of the 
graph. 

4. Identify the conditions of this experiment that were held constant.  What condition was 
varied?

5. Explain the control set-up for this experiment.  

6. Write a conclusion for this investigation, reflecting back on your original hypothesis and 
including specific data values to support your ideas.
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Going Further
1. Continue your study of pea seed respiration using other germination ages.

2. Continue your study of seed respiration by comparing a variety of seed types.

3. Compare the respiration rate of untreated and herbicide treated germinating seed.

4. Continue your study of seed respiration by investigating the effect of temperature on the rate of 
carbon dioxide release.
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No Peas - Glass Beads

Wet Peas - 72 hours germination

Wet Peas - 24 hours germination

Dry Peas -  0 hours germination

Respiration Rate  (CO2 ppm/sec)Condition

Table 1:  Effect of Seed Germination Time on Cellular Respiration
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Plant Transpiration
Plants are known to loose enormous quantities of water vapor to the air through many tiny 

openings in the surfaces of their leaves.  These openings, called stomata, occur most often on the lower 
surface of the leaf but some species have openings on the top surface as well.  Movement of water vapor 
out of the leaf through the stomata is called transpiration.

Transpiration plays an important roll in the transport of water up the stems and out into the 
leaves where photosynthesis takes place.  The upward movement of water through the veins of a plant 
requires a strong and constant pulling force that is produced by the evaporation of water inside the leaf.   
Evaporation takes place at the top end of thin water columns.  These columns occur in the xylem tissue.   
Following evaporation, water, now a gas instead of a liquid, enters the air spaces and diffuses out into 
the surrounding air through stomata. Simultaneously with this exchange, air containing carbon dioxide 
diffuses into the leaf through the stomata.

Transpiration and diffusion of carbon dioxide are regulated by two guard cells that surround each 
stomata. These cells alter the size of the stomata by changing the shape of their inner surface. When 
their inner surface is flat the stomata are closed, when their inner surface is curved the stomata are 
open. In water terms, the price of plant transpiration is costly and some control over water loss is 
obviously necessary.

During this investigation your team will be asked to find an answer to the following question.  
How does the rate of transpiration change when the stomata of the leaves are sealed with petroleum 
jelly?  Develop a hypothesis around this question and write it after item 1 in the analysis section of 
this report.

Vernier Equipment
Humidity sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
Bean plant, wide mouthed gallon jar, Lucite support platform, ring tripod, support blocks, modeling 
clay, petroleum jelly.

Safety
Wear your safety goggles and laboratory apron.  Use care when placing the jar over the plant so as not 
to break the plant or the jar!

LabPro Set-up
Humidity is a measure of the amount of water vapor in the air. A plant,  if it is carrying on 

transpiration, should increase the humidity level of the air around it. You will use the humidity sensor 
to measure the moisture content of the air around your plant as the experimental condition is changed.

1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections. The cable of 
the humidity sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1). The LabPro power supply is 
plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet. The USB cable is 
plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.
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2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.   
(John burroughs Students click on the Transpiration file in the Biology folder.)  A data table 
and graph appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled Relative Humidity (%) and 
the X axis is labeled Time (S).  The Collect button at the top of the screen is also highlighted.  
If this is the case proceed to the next step. If the computer did not detect the humidity sensor 
the graph is not labeled and the Collect button is faded.  In this case ask your teacher to 
manually set the sensor ID for you.

3. Change the sample rate and sample duration to 2 seconds per sample and the duration to 600. To 
do this click on experiment, drag to data and release. Make changes and click Done.

4. You are now ready to start data collection. 

Procedure

1. Begin by single clicking the Collect button.  A plot of the humidity of the air appears.  Let the 
computer continue to collect data while you set up the experiment.

2. Select a healthy and well watered plant from the laboratory supply area.

3. Place the tripod over the plant and pot.  Place blocks under the pot to raise the leaves of the 
plant to a level above the tripod ring.   (See Figure 1.)

4. Pull the humidity probe and its lead through the ring of the tripod from below.  

5. Slide the Lucite support platform onto the support stand while guiding the stem of the plant 
and the probe lead into the slot of the platform. See Figure 1.  The probe should not be in direct 
contact with the plant. 

6. Seal the open slot of the support platform with modeling clay.  This seal should be as air tight 
as possible in order to prevent the movement of water vapor through the slot. 

7. Place a bead of petroleum jelly around the mouth of the gallon jar.

8. Place the gallon jar over the plant.  Position the jar carefully on the Lucite support platform .

9. Stop data collection at this point and begin a new collection cycle. Press the Stop button and 
then press the Collect button. Collect 400 samples or stop if the plot of data flattens and does 
not increase in amount. Print the graph.  Identify the graph with a title.

10. Remove the gallon jar covering the plant.  Fan fresh air from the room into the jar.

11. Cover the top surface of the leaves with a thin layer of petroleum jelly.  Be very careful when 
doing this.

12. Place the gallon jar over the plant.

13. Restart the data collection process.  Collect 400 samples. 

14. Print the new graph. Identify the graph with a title.
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15. Remove the gallon jar covering the plant.  Fan fresh air from the room into the jar.

16. Cover the bottom surface of the leaves with a thin layer of petroleum jelly.  Again care is 
needed to prevent damaging the leaves.

17. Place the gallon jar over the plant.

18. Restart the data collection process. Collect 300 samples or stop if the plot of data reaches the 
top of the graph. 

19. Print the graph.  Identify the graph with a title.

20. Remove the gallon jar covering the plant.

21. Remove the plant but not the humidity sensor. Repeat the data collection process without the 
plant in the jar. Print the new graph and label. 

22. Disassemble the equipment.  Remove the modeling clay and discard the plant as directed by 
your teacher.  Close  Logger Pro.

         
No plant in Jar

Top and Bottom Surfaces Covered
Top Covered with Vaseline

No cover Stomata Open
Rate of ChangeLeaf Condition

Table 1. Jar Humidity Change with Time
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Analysis
1. You should have three graphs of data each with a title.  Find the slope of the linear portion of 

each graph.  Ask you teacher for assistance if you need help with this task.  Remember,  the 
slope is a numerical estimate of the rate of change of the humidity in the chamber.  We are 
assuming the change in humidity is caused by plant transpiration and we are assuming that 
where the slope is most steep and most linear that these are the “ideal” conditions.  Record the 
three slope values in Table 1.

2. Collect the results of this investigation from the other class teams.  Enter all readings in a 
spreadsheet of your design and average them.  Make a bar graph showing the average values 
and the values obtained by your team.

3. Evaluate your hypothesis.  Using the evidence collected write a paragraph telling what you 
have learned about the location of leaf stomata and what happens to the rate of transpiration 
when they are closed.

4. When do you think the stomata of a plant should be open?  Closed?

Going Further
1. Using the same experimental model, find out if light changes the rate of

transpiration.

2. Using the same experimental model, find out if soil moisture changes the rate of 
transpiration.
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3. Using the same experimental model but with a larger air chamber, find out if air 
movement changes the rate of transpiration.

4. Using the same experimental model find out if light of lack of light changes the rate of 
transpiration.
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

REACTION TIME
The nervous system coordinates the sequence of events that enable people to react to stimuli 

coming from their surroundings.  Sense organs (the nose, eyes, ears, taste buds, touch receptors, and 
others) pick up the stimuli.  Arriving stimuli generate nerve impulses that travel along sensory neurons 
to the central nervous system where they are processed.  If a response is necessary, newly generated 
impulses travel along motor neurons to muscles and glands where action is taken.  The time interval 
between the detection of a stimulus by a receptor and the onset of the persons reaction to the stimulus is 
called reaction time.  The purpose of this investigation is to determine the lengths of reaction time in 
individuals and to explore differences related to the type of stimulus presented, the effecter (here, 
muscles) used, the sex of the individual and the influence of distracter stimuli.

To measure reaction time a stimulus is presented to the subject being tested. Upon detection of the 
stimulus the subject reacts by pressing the button of the mouse.  The time interval between the stimulus 
and the response is calculated by the computer and displayed on the screen.  Each test requires 10 trials.  
The subject’s reaction time is estimated by finding the average value of the 5 fastest trials.

Write statements, as hypotheses, that compare (faster, slower, the same as) the reaction time 
when the following conditions are varied:

1. Type of stimulus:  light energy or sound energy.
2. Type of responding effecter organ:  dominant or non dominant hand.
3. Sex of responding individual:  male or female
4. Detractors:  present or absent

Vernier Equipment
none

Materials
iMAC computer and L. Norton software
 
Procedure Sound Test (dominant hand)
NOTE:  Depending on the time available, your teacher may instruct you to run only 
some of the tests described below.

1. Run the Reaction Time program.

2. Pull down the File  menu and select;  Allow Advanced Levels. This step increases the timing 
accuracy on all levels to four decimals.

3. In the first test,  we will measure the subject’s reaction time when a sound is the stimulus.  Work 
in teams of two.  One member is the subject while the other member runs the test and records the 
subject’s data.  Roles should be reversed when the first person completes his or her test.

4. Level 1 and Auditory (Sound) should already have been chosen from the menu.

5. The sound test uses the computer’s sound generator to produce a sound at random intervals.  The 
subject should listen for the sound and then press the clicker as rapidly as possible after hearing 
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the sound.  Each subject receives 10 trials.

6. The test subject should place the index finger of his or her dominant hand on the clicker while 
the subject’s partner starts the test by pressing Return.  After each trail the partner presses 
Return to begin a new test.

7. Record the first subject’s reaction time trials in Table 1.

8. Reverse roles and repeat the sound test.  Record the second subject’s reaction time trials in Table 
1.

Procedure Sound Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the sound reaction time test for each member of the team.  During the second test, the 

subject should use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker. 

2. Record the non-diminant sound reaction time results in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  when the sound tests are completed.

Procedure Color Test (dominant hand)
1. In the second test, measure the subject’s reaction time when one color of light is the stimulus.  

Continue to work in teams of two.  Continue to reverse roles when the first person completes the 
color test.

2. Start the test by selecting Level 1 and Visual (Color) from the screen menu.

3. The color test uses a traffic light. The light starts out green.  When the light turns red, the test 
subject should press the mouse button as rapidly as possible.  As each trial is completed, the 
subject’s reaction time for that trial is printed on the bottom of the screen.

4. The test subject should place his or her dominant hand on the mouse while the subject’s partner 
starts the test by pressing Return.  

5. After each trial the partner presses Return to begin a new test.

6. Complete 10 trials. Record the data for each trial in Table 1.

7. Reverse roles and repeat the color test.  Record the second team member’s data in Table 1.

Procedure Color Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the color reaction time test for each member of the team.  During this second test, the 

subject should  use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker.

2. Record the data for each of 10 trials in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  when the color tests are completed.

Procedure Shape Test (dominant hand)
1. In the third test, we will measure the subject’s reaction time when an object’s shape is the 

stimulus.  Continue to work in teams of two.  Continue to reverse roles when the first person 
completes the sound test.
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2. Select Level4  and Visual (shape) from the menu. 

3. This test uses a number of different colored geometric shapes that appear on the screen and 
move from left to right. The test subject should look for a geometric object to appear on the screen 
that is a diamond. The stimulus object may or may not be mixed in with a number of other objects 
of the same and different colors.  When the diamond object is recognized, the subject should 
press the clicker as rapidly as possible.   Each subject receives 10 trials.

4. The test subject should place the index finger of his or her dominant hand on the clicker while 
the subject’s partner starts the test by pressing Return.  After each trial the partner presses 
Return to begin a new test.

5. Record the first subject’s trial results in Table 1.

6. Reverse roles and repeat the shape test. Record the second subject’s trial results in Table 1.

Procedure Shape Test (non dominant hand)
1. Repeat the shape reaction time test for each member of the team.  During this second test, the 

subject should use the index finger of the non dominant hand to press the clicker.

2. Record the 10 individual trial results in Table 1.

3. Click on Return to Main Menu  item.

4. Quit the program.

Analysis
1. List all your hypothesis statements in proper form.

2. Complete Table 1 by finding the average of the 5 best trials for each stimulus and for each 
hand.

3. Record your individual averages in the class data table which your teacher will then copy for 
your use.

4. We will make a somewhat arbitrary dessignation of reaction time to light with the index 
finger witnout distrction as our control.  Construct a  graph (Bar or line --  you decide) that 
compares the class average control with the average of each experimental variable.

5. Evaluate your hypotheses by comparing our control the reaction time with each of the 
experimental averages.  You should discuss, using data values to support your ideas, the 
reaction times of:  color as a stimulus versus sound as a stimulus; dominant index finger versus 
the non dominant index finger as an effecter;, males versus females; and stimulus with 
distraction versus without distraction.  Always include data values in your discussion.

Going Further
1. Design an experiment that allows you to compare the reaction time of people of different ages.
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2. Design an experiment to determine if the caffeine in a soft drink changes an individuals 
reaction time.

3. Design an experiment to determine if talking on a cell phone changes an individuals reaction 
time

          

Average 
Best 5

10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

ShapeColorSoundShapeColor
(Control)

Sound
Non dominant HandDominant HandTrial #

Table 1.  Individual Reaction Time Trials
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Average 
of 

Females

Average 
of Males

Average 
of All

16

15

10

9

8

7

6

5

14

13

12

11

4

3

2

1

ShapeColorSoundShapeColor
(Control)

Sound

Non dominant HandDominant HandTrial #

Table 2.  Class Reacton Time Results
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Average
Males

16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Average 
Females

Average of All

Light 
Mixed 

Stimulus

Non 
dominat 

Hand

Dominant 
Hand

Sound 
Stimulus

Light 
Stimulus

SexName
Table 3. Class Reaction Time Results When Combinations Formed
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Exercise, Conditioning and Pulse Rate
The American Heart Association reports that, in the United States, approximately 1.3 million 

individuals receive treatment for cardiovascular disease each year.  Worse yet, more than 55% of the 
yearly deaths in this country result from cardiovascular disease.  Because of the size of this health 
problem everyone should become aware of the risk factors associated with cardiovascular disease.  One 
also should learn what one can personally do to reduce their likelihood of suffering from this disease.

Known cardiovascular disease risk factors include smoking, high blood pressure, elevated blood 
fats, family history, age, sex, obesity, diabetes melitus, stress, and physical condition. It is also known 
that proper exercise reduces the effects of the risk factors.  Therefore, the chance of developing 
cardiovascular disease is reduced if one follows an active exercise program.

This association between cardiovascular disease and exercise was found during a study of 
Framingham, Massachusetts individuals where less coronary disease was detected among those 
physically fit.  Now we know with certainty that it is time to turn off the TV and rise from the couch.   
But, where to start?  This laboratory investigation will show you one way to achieve better 
cardiovascular fitness.

Vernier Equipment
Pulse sensor, LabPro interface

         
Materials
Step benches, classroom clock with sweep second hand, opaque cloth for each computer station, 
spreadsheet and graphing software, metronome or 96 beat per minute tape recording.

Safety
Carefully follow your teachers instructions for stepping onto and from the bench. Report any abnormal 
cardiovascular or skeletal conditions you have to your teacher before participating in the physical 
part of this laboratory.

PROCEDURE
You will start by predicting your present aerobic fitness through the use of a modified form of the 

famous Harvard step test.  This test is suitable for members of either sex and it assumes you are 
motivated to do the test to the best of your ability.  It also requires you to measure your pulse 
accurately.   Once an estimate of your fitness is obtained you will calculate a target training heart rate 
based on the these results.
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Resting pulse by palpation. 
1.  This measurement assumes that you are free of stress, that you have not exercised or eaten 

recently and that you are quietly seated.   Place the tips of the first three fingers of one hand 
over the radial artery of the opposite wrist  (SeeFigure 2).   Accurately count the arriving pulse 
waves for 30 seconds.  Multiply the pulse waves counted by 2 and record this value in data Table 
1.   Have two other members of your group measure your pulse without revealing prior results 
and record these new values.   Find your average resting pulse rate from the three 
measurements.

Computer recording of resting pulse.
1.  This measurement requires the apparatus shown in Figure 1.  The pulse pick-up clips to your 

finger and detects arriving pulse waves photo electrically.   The pick-up houses a small 
incandescent bulb and a light detector mounted opposite from one another in a plastic clip.  
When living tissue is placed between the light source and the detector, blood in the tissue helps 
to block the passage of light from the bulb to the detector.   Because the amount of blood in the 
tissue varies with the pulse wave, the amount of light passing through the tissue changes 
rhythmically.  Light intensity changes detected by the pick-up are converted to an electrical 
signal and then displayed on the computer's screen as a wave.  Because the device is so light 
sensitive it works best when both the hand and pick-up are covered by an opaque fabric of some 
kind.   To measure and record your pulse follow the steps as listed below.

2. Work in groups of three.   Decide who will run the computer and whom will be the first test 
subject.    

3. Place the pulse pick-up over the subject's index finger and fingernail (See Figure 1).   The subject 
should sit quietly facing away from the computer screen.  The subject’s arm should rest on a 
table.   Cover the hand and pick-up with a cloth to block the light.

4. The computer operator should load and run GMBIOL10 using the procedure explained in Alpha 
Experiment Tutorial.   A dialog box should appear on the screen.

5. When the first dialog box appears click on Graph Frequency (Pulse) Sensor.   A message will 
appear, “Matching Computer Speed”.   When the second dialog box appears click on Reset Auto 
Range.   When the third dialog box appears click on Analyze.  When the fourth dialog box 
appears click on Go-High Speed Read.  When the graph appears click on the green Light  to 
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start the pulse recording.  To stop graphing click on the red light.   The pulse frequency appears 
as a numerical value in the lower right-hand corner of the graph.

6. At regularly spaced intervals the computer calculates the average pulse rate based on the 
elapsed time for the last 20 pulses. An accurate pulse rate does not appear on the screen until 30 
seconds have elapsed.

7. Continue observing the pulse wave as it is graphed on the  screen. Record the pulse frequency of 
the test subject in Table 1 after the pulse has stabilized. 

8. Stabilization usually takes 30 seconds at least. During this time the subject must be relaxed and 
motionless.

 AEROBIC FITNESS PROFILE.
1. Here you will estimate your present  aerobic fitness using the modified Harvard step test and a 

bench 12 inches high.  The work task may seem simple but it will require some effort on your 
part to complete it.  Place the bench in a location where you will have ample room to move 
around.    

2. On the first  command of up you will place either foot fully on the platform.   On the second up 
command you will lift yourself onto the bench. Both feet must be on the bench and  your back 
should be straight.  On the first down command you should step down onto the floor with your 
first foot. This step returns your body to the floor level.  On the second down command your 
second foot returns to the floor.  If you step up onto the box with your right foot first you should 
step down with the right foot first.  

3. The cadence or stepping rhythm will be up. . .up. . .down. . .down. . .up. . .up. . .down. . .down etc.  
This cycle is repeated 24 times each minute for 3 minutes.

4. One member of the team should count the cadence using the metronome or tape recording and 
another member of the team should encourage the test subject to keep up with the cadence.  
After the work period ends the subject must immediately sit and prepare to take his/her pulse 
using the palpation method.

5. Count the pulse waves, during the first minute, following the subject's three minutes of exercise.  
Record the pulse measurement in data Table 2.  

6. Derive your personal fitness index category from Table 4 for men and women using the post 
exercise heart rate (pulse) value.  For example, a post exercise pulse of 102 would be in the 
average range for both men and women. Record your personal fitness category in data Table 2.

  
Target training rate to improve aerobic fitness. 
In this part of the laboratory you will calculate a target pulse rate that, when reached, will stress your 
heart to a level sufficient to develop greater cardiovascular fitness. This ideal target pulse rate is 
between 50% and 70% of your maximum aerobic power. Exercise above 70% of the maximum aerobic 
power produces little added benefit and below 50% there is very little gain for anyone.

1. Your maximum aerobic power will be estimated using the Korvonean method.  Record all data 
in Table 3.  

2. Record your resting pulse rate.
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3. Estimate your maximum attainable heart rate by subtracting your age from 220.

4. Subtract your resting pulse rate from your estimated maximum heart rate.

5. Your target training rate should be between 50% and 70% of the value recorded on line 3.

6. Calculate and record your personal target training rate using the information in Table 3.  You 
should find that between 15 and 30 minutes of continuous exercise within the target rate range 
will cause a gain in fitness.   Remember though, the exercise activity must be carried out a 
minimum of 3 alternating days a week. 

Analysis
1. Examine the risk factors mentioned in the introduction and comment on any of those that might 

apply to you.

2. Comment on your personal fitness inventory and on your target training rate values.  What do 
they mean?   What should you do about these estimates of your cardiovascular fitness now and 
in the future?

3. Enter the class resting pulse rate data into a spreadsheet.  Find the average pulse rate for the 
males and the females.

4. Create a bar graph that shows a comparison of the average pulse rates of both sexes.

5. How does your resting pulse compare to the average of others of your sex?  Compare the average 
pulse rates of the male and female members of your class.  Is there a difference between the 
sexes?  Can you think of any reasons for the difference if one is found?

6. Create a bar graph that shows a frequency distribution of the fitness categories in your class.  It 
may be necessary to combine some of the categories if your graphing software does not support  
seven variables.

7. Describe the general fitness of your classmates as predicted by this laboratory investigation.

Going Further
1. Select one activity from the following list; brisk walking, jogging, treadmill, rowing machine, 

or stationary bicycle. Start the activity and continue it for approximately 5 minutes.  Stop the 
exercise and take your pulse for 30 seconds. If you are below the target rate pick up the pace or if 
above slack off a bit.  Continue the procedure until you get a "feeling" for your target pulse rate.  
This sensation will become apparent, as you repeat the activity during the 15 to 30 minutes of 
exercise.

2. As your cardiovascular fitness improves you will need to change your target training rate 
percentage. This is necessary because with training your resting pulse rate will decrease.  
Normally, the target rate is recalculated every 4 weeks and the level of exercise intensity 
adjusted as well. You may find for example, that rapid walking is all that you need initially to 
reach the pulse target rate. Later jogging or even running may become necessary to elevate the 
pulse to the desired level.

3. Find out if there is any association between body weight, height and leg length and the 
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Personal Fitness Index.

4. Find out if there is any association between the ability to do "push ups" and the PFI scores of a 
large group of people.

5. Keep a systematic record of your resting pulse rate as you work your way through a 
cardiovascular fitness exercise program.

Computer Measurement
Average

3
2
1

Pulse RateMeasurement Number
Table 1. Pulse Rate Data

PFI Category
Pulse after exercise

Exercise Time (seconds)
Table 2.  Personal Fitness
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Target Training Rate (70%)
Target Training Rate (50%)

Maximum Rate - Resting Rate
Maximum Heart Rate

Resting Pulse Rate
Table 3.  Target Training Pulse Rate

>140
1`27-140
118-126
109-117
99-108
85-98
<85

>128
117-128
106-116
100-105
90-99
79-89
<79

Very Poor
Poor

Below Average
Average

Above Average
Good

Excellent
Female PulseMale PulseFitness Category

Table 4.  Norms for 3 Minute Step Test
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Recording Electrocardiograms
The taking of an electrocardiogram is an almost universal part of any complete physical 

examination.  From the ECG record of the electrical activity of the heart the specialist is able to 
determine; heart rate, abnormal cardiac rhythms, thickening of heart muscle, the enlargement of heart 
chambers, damage to heart muscle, orientation of the heart, and effects of drugs used to regulate the 
heart. 

The heart’s electrical activity is the result of the polarization and depolarization of the heart 
muscle cells.  Because the cells act together, a small summed electrical potential is generated that can 
be picked up by electrodes placed on the surface of the body at different locations.  Specific 
combinations of electrode locations are called leads of which there are more than forty.  Of these leads, 
only twelve are widely used and in our lab study we will use only the first one.  In Lead I the ground 
electrode is placed on the right leg, the positive electrode is placed on the left arm and the negative 
electrode is placed on the right arm.

A normal ECG pattern from lead I is shown below along  with the letter that designates each 
wave.  The P wave begins with the first upward deflection from the baseline and ends with return to 
the baseline. This wave is caused by the depolarization of the atria.  The PR interval is measured from 
the first upward deflection of the P wave to the first deflection of the QRS complex.  The PR interval 
represents the time required for atrial depolarization and conduction through the AV node of the 
heart.  The QRS interval is measured from the Q wave, if present, or the beginning of the R wave, if no 
Q is present, to the return of the QRS to baseline.  The QRS complex is caused by the spread of 
depolarization through the ventricles.  The QT segment is measured from the Q deflection to the return 
to baseline of the T wave.  The T wave is the first deflection from the baseline after the QRS and 
continues until the recording returns to baseline.  The T wave is caused by ventricular repolarization. 
Normal values for the duration of the PR interval are 0.12 to 0.20 seconds while for the QRS interval 
the normal duration is 0.04 to 0.10 seconds.  The normal QT segment is from 0.3 to 0.4 seconds

The objectives of this laboratory include: 
1. to record each team members ECG.
2. to determine the time between the ECG wave intervals. 
3. to recognize and correctly label the ECG wave deflections.  
4. to calculate the heart rate from the ECG information. 

Vernier Equipment
ECG sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
Electrode tabs, work area with a horizontal surface for the test subject to recline.

Safety
The ECG sensor is to be used for educational activities only. It is not designed for medical or research 
purposes. Do not make a diagnosis from the information generated by this ECG sensor. 
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Procedure
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of the ECG 

sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power supply is plugged into the 
LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is plugged into the LabPro and 
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the computer USB port.

2. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top. 
(JBS students, click on the ECG icon in the Biology folder.)   A data table and graph appear on 
the screen.   The Y axis of the graph is labeled Potential  (mV) and the X axis is labeled Time 
(S).   The Collect button at the top of the screen is highlighted.   If this fits your observations 
proceed to the next step.   If the computer did not detect the ECG sensor the graph is not labeled 
correctly and the Collect button is faded rather than highlighted.   In this case ask your 
teacher to manually set the sensor ID for you.

3. At this point the monitor window is divided into two regions.   The left region contains the 
table where the ECG readings will soon be listed.   The right region contains the graph where 
the ECG readings will soon be plotted. 

4. Attach three electrodes to the first patient’s body.  The patient should be calm, quiet and 
reclining on a flat surface.  There should be no movement by the patient.  The electrodes must 
make a firm connection with the skin.  Place one electrode on the inside of the right arm just 
below the elbow, place another on the inside of the left arm just below the elbow.  Place the 
last electrode on the inside of the right leg  just above the ankle.

5. Attach the black connector to the ankle electrode. Attach the red connector to the left arm 
electrode.  Attach the green connector to the right arm electrode.  Make sure the teeth of the 
connector bite into the gold colored tab of the electrode.

6. When the patient is resting and comfortable press the Collect button.  For the next 3 seconds the 
sensor sends data to the LabPro interface and then on to the computer for plotting.  During the 3 
second interval two to three heart cycles take place with each cycle producing  P, QRS, and T 
waves.

7. Continue collecting 3 second screens of data until you get a good graph that clearly shows the 
waves and intervals between the waves.  When you have a good graph print it.

8. Remove the electrodes from the patient’s body. 

9.  Find the PR, QRS, and QT intervals of two heartbeats.  This process is most easily completed 
by moving the cursor along the curve.  Time and voltage values of each data point are displayed 
in a window below the graph.  Record the time where the interval appears to begin and where 
the interval appears to end in table 1.

10. Find the heart rate in beats/minute using the ECG graph.  Again, move the cursor along the 
curve and find the time difference between two adjacent R data points.  Record the values in 
table 2. Convert, mathematically, from time per beat, to beats per minute. 

11. Repeat the same process for each member of your team.
 
Analysis

1. Complete all sections of Table 1. 

2. Complete all sections of Table 2.

3. Label the print out of your ECG.  Labels should include the P, Q, R, S, T waves and PR, QRS, and 
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QT intervals.

4.  What event in the heart causes the P wave? QRS complex? T wave?       

Going Further
1. Take an EKG of a person reclining and then standing. Compare the two heart rates.

2. Take an EKG using Lead II. Right Arm (negative), Left Leg (positive) Right Leg (ground) Do 
you find any differences?, Similarities?

3. Take an EKG using Lead III, Left Arm (negative), Left Leg (positive) Right Leg (ground). What 
differences and similarities do you find. 

4. Obtain and EKG of a frog (Lead I). Their heart has only 3 chambers. What similarities and 
differences do you observe. 
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                            QT Average Length
Measurement 2 QT
Measurement 1 QT

                                    QRS Average Length

 Measurement 2 QRS

Measurement 1 QRS
                                     PR Average Length

Measurement 2 PR
Measurement 1 PR  

Interval Length (Sec)Interval End TimeInterval Start TimeInterval Type
Table 1.  ECG Wave Intervals

Heart Rate 
(beats/min)

Difference   
(sec/beat)

Second R time   (sec)First R time          
(sec)

Table 2.  Heart Rate beats/minute
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION   

Human Breathing
Breathing is an activity of the body associated with the transport of oxygen into the lungs and 

the removal of waste carbon dioxide from the lungs. These gases are mixed with the air entering and 
leaving our nose and mouth. When we inhale, air high in oxygen content and low in carbon dioxide 
content enters the air passages of the respiratory system. When we exhale, air of lower oxygen content 
and higher carbon dioxide content exits the air passages. This exchange of one gas for another occurs in 
the lungs. As you might suspect, clues to the body’s demand for oxygen are provided by the rate and 
depth of breathing. By following changes in these two conditions it should become possible to infer 
something about the control and the process of breathing. We will begin the laboratory by using the 
computer to record our resting rate of breathing.

The breathing rate computer interface consists of a respiration monitor belt, pressure sensor and 
LabPro interface. The monitor belt functions as a kind of bellows. It is stretched and inflated across the 
patient’s chest and then it is connected to the pressure sensor by a piece of rubber tubbing. When you 
inhale and exhale the monitor belt expands and contracts. This movement changes the pressure of the 
air within the closed system. The changing air pressure is converted into an electrical signal by the 
pressure sensor. The signal is then digitized by the LabPro interface before it is sent to the computer for 
recording and plotting. You will see how well this equipment works as you complete the next section of 
the laboratory.

Read this laboratory investigation carefully and then develop hypotheses for these questions:  
1. Do females have faster breathing rates and deeper inhales than males?
2. So breathing rates and the depth of breathing increase after hyperventilation?

 Record these hypotheses and your reasons for them after question 1 in the analysis section of this 
report. Later you will evaluate your hypothesis using the experimental data collected.

Vernier Equipment

LabPro interface, respiration monitor belt, pressure sensor
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Materials

Metric ruler, 10 gallon garbage bag, calculator, drinking glass, 

Safety

Hyperventilation, breath holding and breathing recycled air can cause dizziness.  Complete these steps 
of the procedure while seated.  Stop the procedure immediately if a sensation of dizziness occurs.

Vernier LabPro Setup 
1. Load the Logger Pro software by clicking on its desk top icon. A divided screen appears showing 

a data table and graph.

2. Change the range of the Y axis of the graph from 0 - 220 to 96 - 105. Click on the low number of 
the Y-axis. A highlighted area appears. Type the new number is the space. Click in the graph 
to change the Y axis scale. Click the top number of the Y axis and repeat the procedure 
previously used.

3. Change the sample rate to 5 samples per second. Click on Experiment, drag to data collection 
and release, move the slider button to change the sample speed to 5, click in the length box, 
highlight the value shown, type in the new entry 180, click done.

 
Procedure

1. Run the JBS Breathing Rate Program.

2. Strap the monitor belt to the first test subject’s chest.  It should be pulled tight and then held in 
place at the arm pit level with the velcro connection.
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3. Connect the monitor belt to the pressure sensor. The luer-lock connector at the end of the black 
monitor tube fits the luer-lock connector of the pressure sensor.  Push the two connectors together 
and then join them with a half turn.  This may be set up for you already.

4. Inflate the monitor belt. Close the shut-off valve by turning the screw counterclockwise as far 
as it will go. Pump air into the belt by squeezing the bulb. Continue pumping until the belt 
creates considerable pressure around the subject’s chest, but not so much that the subject can’t 
breathe!.

5. The subject should sit erect in a chair. The subject should not lean back against the chair. The 
subject should not view the screen while data is being recorded. Direct the subject to breath 
normally. One way to direct the subject’s attention away from his breathing is to have him 
read silently from a book while being tested. 

6. Click collect to begin the data collection process. If the recording begins near the top or bottom 
of the graph change the Y axis scale to move the tracing to near the middle of the graph. 
Maintain the original 10 (kPa) pressure differential however. 

7. After adjustments have been made make a breathing rate recording for each member of your 
team. Record for 3 minutes. Breath normally for the first 60 seconds or 300 samples. Then breath 
deeply and hold your breath for the next 60 seconds. Continue recovery breathing for the next 60 
seconds. It is not important that you hold your breath for 60 seconds, only that you hold your 
breath for as long as possible. Click Collect to initiate data recording,  click stop to halt data 
collection. 

8. Print the graph of the data you have collected.    

9. Collect resting breathing rates and print graphs for all lab team members.

10. If time permits your teacher may assign other activities from the Going Further section of this 
laboratory. Otherwise close Logger Pro and organize and straighten your area for the next 
student group.

  
Analysis

In this investigation you observed and recorded the resting breathing rate of several males and 
females.  The following questions and activities are designed to help you in the interpretation of the 
data collected.  Start by examining your original hypothesis statement.

1. Hypotheses statements and your reasoning for theses hypotheses.

2. Count the number of breathing cycles displayed on the graph during the first 60 seconds of the 
recording. Record this value in the Class Data Table 1. This is your breathing rate at rest. Use 
decimal numbers.

3. Find the depth of your breathing during the first 30 seconds by measuring the amplitude (top of 
wave to bottom) of the waves produced.  Use a metric ruler for this task and measure the 
amplitude of each wave to the nearest millimeter.  Record the average resting value in the 
Class Data Table 2. This is your depth of breathing at rest.

4. Enter the individual breathing rate data for each male and female tested into the class data 
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tables.  From the information in the Class Data Table 1, calculate the average breathing rate 
for the males and for the females.  Record these values. Calculate the class average. Record.

5. Enter the individual depth of breathing data for each male and female tested into the Class 
Data Table 2. Calculate and record the class average depth of breathing at rest. Calculate and 
record the female average and the male average.

6. Repeat steps 2 through 5 using data from the last 60 seconds following breath holding. Enter 
these calculations in the data tables. 

Follow-up
1. Write a summary of your investigation.  Tell the reader what you have learned about 

the breathing rates of females, males and young people in general. Discuss changes in breathing 
following breath holding. How does your rate and depth of breathing compare to other 
members of the class? Offer proof for the statements made by referring the reader to specific 
evidence developed from this investigation. 

Going Further
1. Exercise by running in place for three minutes and then record your breathing rate and depth.  

Compare these new values to the resting measurements.

2. Hold your breath for as long as you can.  Figure out your breath holding time in seconds. Next, 
compare your breath holding time after exhaling with that after inhaling.  Hold your breath, 
for as long as you can immediately after exhaling. Repeat the experiment after inhaling.  
Explain any differences observed. Once your breath holding time has been determined, figure 
out your breath holding time after having taken 10 deep breaths within 20  seconds.  Explain 
any differences observed.

3. Record the breathing movements of one subject in your group while the person continuously 
breathes air from a plastic storage bag.  This is most easily done by tightly folding the opening 
of the bag around the nose and mouth of the subject. The subject then inhales from and exhales 
into the bag.  The subject must continue this activity for as long as 5 min.  This will be 
uncomfortable for the subject so this person should stop at any sign of becoming dizzy.  Compare 
the first and last screens of data to see if there has been any change in either the rate or depth 
of breathing.  Explain any differences observed.

4. Record your breathing while you continuously sip water from a glass.  Examine the graph and 
decide how your breathing changes when you are swallowing.

5. Record your breathing while you read aloud from a book.  Speak distinctly and with some 
volume.  Examine the graph and decide, which way the plot of your breathing moves during 
inhalation and exhalation.  Next, decide how words are produced.  Does air move into or out of 
your lungs as words are formed?

6. Record your breathing while you laugh heartily.  Examine the graph and decide how air is 
moving during the Ha-Ha-Ha sounds.
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After 
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After 
Breath

Holding
RestingName

MalesFemales
Table 1. Breathing Rates 
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Table 2. Depth of Breathing 
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

The Digestion of Protein by Pepsin 
Proteins are enormous molecules containing hundreds of amino acids that are linked 

together into a chain like structure.  Complete digestion breaks the links of the protein chain 
freeing the individual amino acids one from another.  Following the digestive process the free 
amino acids are absorbed into the blood as the blood passes through the villi of the small 
intestine.  The first stage of protein digestion begins in the stomach where the enzyme pepsin 
reduces the large molecular chains into many shorter chains.  These smaller chain like 
fragments are known as polypeptides.  Later the polypeptides move out of the stomach and into 
the small intestine where their final breakdown into amino acids takes place.  In this 
investigation you will observe the partial digestion of a protein called albumen.  This substance 
is simply the familiar white of the egg.  To speed the digestive process, the egg has been 
cooked and the egg white finely ground. Grinding decreases particle size and increases the 
surface area presented to the enzyme.  The mixture of egg white and water has the appearance 
of milk but, unlike milk the particles tend to settle out, for this is not a true solution.  During 
digestion the particles will disappear as they are broken down into soluble polypeptide 
fragments.  In the end only a clear solution will remain and all the particles of the egg white 
protein will be gone.

 You will use the computer and the colorimeter to measure the rate of clearing of a mixture 
of water, egg white, acid and pepsin.  The milky solution absorbs light strongly and after 
digestion the absorbency of the remaining solution will be low.  This absorbency change will 
appear as a graph on the computer screen.  The graphic evidence collected will then allow you 
to decide if the amount of enzyme used changes the rate of digestion.

Read this laboratory investigation carefully and then develop a hypothesis that might 
explain how the amount of enzyme affects the rate of digestion. Record this hypothesis after 
question 1 in the analysis section of this report.  Later you will evaluate this hypothesis using 
the experimental data collected.

Vernier Equipment
LabPro Interface, Colorimeter

Materials
safety goggles. 5 vials pHydrion Papers (range 1 - 11),  egg white-acid solution, egg  white solution, 
pepsin solutions of 100%, 66%, 33% and 0% pepsin, dilute HCl, 5 4" X 4" glass plates, 5 glass stirring 
rods, distilled water, 5 rinse bottles, 5 graduates 10 ml, 10 beakers (50 ml)

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron. Acids are destructive and spills should be avoided. Wipe up and 
spills with paper toweling and report the accident to your teacher.
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Procedure

1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections. The cable of the 
colorimeter is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1). The LabPro power supply is plugged into the 
LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet. The USB cable is plugged into the LabPro and the 
computer USB port.

2. Examine the colorimeter.  Open the cover by pushing the latch forward and lifting.  Notice the 
rectangular opening in the center of the colorimeter. This is the sample well.  Fill a cuvette 
with 3 ml of distilled water. Cover the cuvette with the plastic lid.  Place the cuvette into the 
sample cell with one of the clear sides of the cuvette facing the arrow in the opening above the 
cell.  Close the cover.

3. The green indicator light should be on and located below the 430 nm label.  If the light is 
located in one of the other positions move it by pressing one of the two arrow pads.

4. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the 
desk top.  A data table and graph appear  on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is 
labeled Absorbance and the X axis is labeled Time (sec).  The Collect button at the top 
of the screen is highlighted. 

5. Click the Collect button to activate the collection procedure.  Data soon appears in both 
the table and graph.  It is the graph that we are most interested in.  The plot line 
should be on or just above the zero absorbance line. If the line appears above the 0.1 
level the colorimeter should be   recalibrated.  To recalibrate, stop data collection, 
press the colorimeter’s cal pad and hold for 30 seconds.  Click collect and the plot line 
should appear at the 0.0 absorbance level.
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6. Label a 50 ml. beaker "egg white acid solution".  Place 25 ml of egg white acid solution 
in this beaker.  Label a second beaker “egg white solution”.  Place 25 ml of eggwhite 
solution in this beaker. Label a third 50 ml beaker “pepsin solution”. Place 15 ml of 
100%pepsin solution in this beaker. Label a fourth beaker dilute HCl.  Place 15 ml of 
dilute HCl in this beaker.

7. Find and record the pH of the pepsin, dilute HCl, egg white solution and the egg white 
acid solution.  Place 4 short strips of pH paper on the glass plate.  With a  stirring rod 
transfer a drop of each solution onto a separate piece of pH paper.  Do this by first 
touching the solution with the rod tip and then touching the pH paper with the rod 
tip.  Repeat this step for each solution.   Compare the color of the spot that  forms on 
the paper with the pH color comparison table.  Wash the stirring rod between 
applications.

8. Remove the cuvette from the colorimeter.  Dump the distilled water and dry the 
cuvette.

9.  Transfer 0.5 ml of 100% enzyme into the cuvette. 

10. This  next step must be done very quickly to capture the first stages of the digestion 
process.  Transfer 2.5 ml. of egg white acid solution into the cuvette containing the 
enzyme.  Cap the cuvette with the lid.  Then place the cuvette containing the enzyme 
and egg white acid solutioin into the colorimeter.  Close the cover.  Click on start.

11. A line appears near the top of the graph.  As time passes the line falls and curves down 
toward the bottom of the graph.

12. Continue collecting data until the line on the graph reaches the X axis or until 300 
samples have been taken, then click stop.  To label this trial, go to the tool bar and 
click on insert.  Scroll down to text annotation and click on it.  A box and a line will 
appear on the graph.  Click on the end of the line until a hand appears.  Drag the hand 
to  the line you have just createdthen release.  Go to the box attached to this line and 
click.  Inside this box  write a label  that identifies the acid concentration of this trial. 

13. Find the slope of the fastest part (linear portion) of the graph.  To do this, using the 
moust, highlight the portion of the graph that is linear.  Then apply the linear fit 
function form the tool bar to get the slope.  Record the solpe of this trial in your data 
table.  Then, again go to the tool bar and click on experiment and click on store latest 
run.  This data is now stored on the graph and you are ready to run another trial.

14. Remove the cuvette from the colorimeter, examine the contents of the tube and record 
any changes in the appearance of the solution.

15. Dump the contents of the cuvette.  Wash and dry the cuvette.  Repeat steps 9 -14 for 
enzyme concentrations in order of 66%, 33% and 0%.  These solutions are at the supply 
table, you do not have to mix them.

16. Repeat steps 9 - 14 using 2.5 mL of egg white without acid and  0.5 mL of 100% enzyme 
solution.

17. Close Logger Pro.  Clean up your laboratory area.  Dump any unused solutions then wash 
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and dry the glassware.

Analysis
In this investigation you observed the digestive action of the enzyme pepsin on albumin, a type 

of protein.  The following questions and activities are to help you interpret the data collected.  Start by 
examining your original hypothesis.

1. Write your hypothesis statement using proper form.

2. List the variable plotted on the X axis of the graph.  Is this the independent or 
dependent variable?

3. List the variable plotted on the Y axis of the graph.  Is this the independent or 
dependent variable?

4. You should have 1 graph with 5 lines.  Print a title at the top of the graph.  The title 
should take the general form, The Effect of   (the independent variable) on (the 
dependent variable)..

5. Is the relationship of the variables direct or inverse?  Do any  graphs show no change?

6. Examine the  different lines on the graph.  If you have not already done so, find the 
slope of the linear portion of each graph. Ask you teacher for assistance if you need 
help with this task.  Remember, the slope is a numerical estimate of the rate of change 
of the absorbency of the solution.  We are assuming the change in absorbance is caused 
by digestion of the egg white.  Record the 5 slope values in Table 2.

7. Plot a line graph of the rate of change of absorbance  (absorbance/ min) for enzyme 
concentrations of 100%, 66%, 33% and 0%.

8. Identify the conditions of the experiment held constant.  Why is it necessary to hold all 
conditions of an experiment constant except the one being tested?

9. Identify the experimental variable or variables.

10. Write a summary of your investigation.  Tell the reader what you learned about the 
enzyme pepsin.  Offer proof for the statements made by referring the reader to specific 
evidence developed from the enzyme study.

 Going Further
1. Continue your study of pepsin using other concentrations of substrate (egg white) while 

holding the enzyme concentration constant.

2. Continue your study of pepsin using other pH levels while holding the substrate and 
enzyme concentrations constant.

3. Continue your study of pepsin by varying the temperature of the enzyme's environment.
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             Table 1.    Protein Digestion

pH

Pepsin

Dilute HCl

Egg White

Acid - Egg White mixture

Appearance

Acid - Egg White mixture before digestion

Acid - Egg White mixture after digestion  

Reaction Rate (Absorbance/ Sec)

Egg white, no acid, 100% enzyme
Egg white, acid, 0% enzyme
Egg white, acid, 33% enzyme
Egg white, acid, 66% enzyme
Egg white, acid, 100% enzyme

Cuvette Contents
Table 2. Absorbance Change with Time
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

 Digestion of Starch by Amylase
Starch is the most abundant carbohydrate in our diet.  Cereals (wheat, corn, rye, rice), potatoes, 

and vegetables all contain large amounts of this important food substance.  The digestion of starch 
begins in the mouth where saliva is released from the salivary glands.  Saliva contains amylase and 
under ideal conditions this enzyme rapidly breaks down starch to maltose, a type of double sugar.

The chemical breakdown of starch by amylase can be followed by using a starch solution stained 
blue-violet with iodine.  Chemists tell us that the blue-violet coloration is caused by iodine atoms 
filling the middle of the helical shaped starch molecule (See diagram below).  When amylase is 
added, the solution's  blue color slowly changes to a pale yellow color.  This color change suggests that 
the starch molecule is  being converted to  some new substance that does  not stain  blue-violet with 
iodine.  The "new substance" turns out to be maltose, the first product along the path of starch digestion 
in our bodies.

               

The rate of the conversion of starch to maltose is  determined by measuring the clearing of the 
solution over time.  This step requires a colorimeter, interface and computer.  The blue-violet starch 
solution has a high light absorbency and after digestion the absorbency of the pale yellow solution is 
low.  This change appears as a graph on  the screen of the computer. Your first task, in this experiment, 
is to test the action of amylase on starch. Using the graphic evidence collected you are to decide if 
digestion occurred and if the amount of enzyme affected the rate of the reaction.

Read this laboratory investigation carefully.  Develop a hypothesis that might explain how the 
amount of amylase affects the rate of starch digestion. Record this hypothesis after question 1 in the 
analysis section of this report.

Vernier Equipment
LabPro Interface, Colorimeter, cuvette and cover

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron. Tie back long hair and roll up long loose sleeves

Materials
cuvette with cover, 10 ml. graduated cylinder, 50 ml beaker, 0.2% starch solution, enzyme solutions, 
iodine dropping bottle, 25 ml. graduated cylinder, marking pencil, 3 ml syringe, 1 ml syringe.
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LabPro Calorimeter Set-up
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections. The cable of 

the colorimeter is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1). The LabPro power supply is 
plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet. The USB cable is 
plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.

2. Examine the colorimeter. Open the cover by pushing the latch forward and lifting. Notice the 
square opening in the center of the colorimeter. This is the sample well. Fill a cuvette with 3 ml 
of distilled water. Cover the cuvette with the plastic lid. Place the cuvette into the sample 
cell with one of the clear sides of the cuvette facing the arrow in the opening above the cell. 
Close the cover.

3. The green indicator light should be on and located below the 565 nm label. If the light is 
located in one of the other positions move it by pressing one of the two arrow pads.

4. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the 
desk top.  (JBS students open the Starch Digestion program.)   A data table and graph 
appear  on the screen. The Y axis of the graph is labeled Absorbance and the X axis is 
labeled Time (sec). The Collect button at the top of the screen is highlighted. 

5. Click the Collect button to activate the collection procedure. Data soon appears in both 
the table and graph. It is the graph that we are most interested in. The plot line should 
be on or just above the zero absorbance line. If the line appears above the 0.1 level the 
colorimeter should be calibrated. To calibrate the colorimeter, stop data collection, 
press the colorimeter’s cal pad and hold for 30 seconds. Click collect and the plot line 
should appear at the 0.0 absorbance level. 

6. Stop data collection, dump the distilled water and wash and dry the cuvette.   

Procedure
1. Label a 50 ml. beaker "amylase solution".  Place 5 ml of 100% amylase solution in this 

beaker.

2. Using the 1 ml. syringe, transfer 0.5 ml. of 100% amalyase into the cuvette. For this experiment 
you will be using fungal amylase. This substance is similar to human amylase and causes the 
same reaction to occur.

3. Label a second 50 ml. beaker "starch solution."  Place 10 ml. of 100% starch solution in this 
beaker.

4. Add 1 drop of iodine solution to the beaker containing the starch solution. The solution in the 
beaker should stain to a deep blue violet color.

5. The next steps  must be done very quickly in order to capture the first stages of the digestion 
process.

6. Fill the 3 ml syringe to the 2.5 ml level with the blue colored starch solution. Quickly transfer 
the starch solution into the cuvette containing the amylase. Place the lid on the cuvette and 
invert it once.
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7. Place the cuvette in the sample well of the colorimeter. Close the cover and click on collect.

8. Collect data until the absorbance reaches 0.1% or until 300 samples have been taken.  At either 
of these points stop the experiment.

9. The graph may be prined now or you may add the next trials to the same graph.  our instructor 
will direct you.

10. Remove the cuvette from the colorimeter, examine the contents of the tube and record any 
noticeable changes in Table 1.  

11. Dump the contents of the cuvette.  Wash and dry the tube.

12. Now it is time to run additional trials with repeatingly lower concentrations of enzymes.  To 
obain an enzyme concentration of 75%, place .75 ml of the 100% amylase in the cuvette.  Add .25 
ml of demineralized water to the cuvette.   You need to determine how to make enzyme 
concentrations for the remaining trials.  conduct a trial run for these enzyme concentrations,  
75%, 50%, 25%, and0% as well as for 100% boiled enzyme.

13. Your team may be assigned one of the “Going Further” investigations. If so, follow the 
instructions you have developed to complete the investigation. 

14. Close Logger Pro. Clean up your laboratory area. Dump any unused solutions then wash and dry 
the glassware and cuvette.

Analysis
In this investigation you observed the digestive action of amylase on starch.  The following 

activities and questions are to help you interpret the data collected.  Start by examining your original 
hypothesis.

1. Write a properly constructed hypothesis statement.

2. Determine the rate of reaction for the various concentration of amylase.  To do this, ind the 
slope of the linear section of each graph. Divide the distance of the rise of the linear graph 
line by the distance of the run of the linear graph line. The quotient is an estimate of the rate of 
the reaction. The value of the quotient indicates the change in the color of the solution per unit 
of time.  Record all rate values in Table 1.  Remember to include units on all values.

3. Prepare a graph of the rate of the reaction versus the concentration of the enzyme.  You need to 
determine what kind of graph this should be, what the title is, what the labels on the axes 
are, and how  the scale should be allotted.

4. Discuss the results of this investigation.  Evaluate your hypothesis in light of your data  If your 
results do not agree with the work of other teams suggest possible reasons for the differences. 
Discuss the results obtained when you used the boiled enzyme. What happened to the enzyme 
when it was boiled?

Going Further
1. Continue your study of amylase using other pH values for the reacting substances.

2. Continue your study of amylase using temperatures other than "room" temperature.
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3. Continue your study of digestion by checking to see if other enzymes such as catalase, lipase or 
pepsin also change starch into maltose.

Boiled enzyme
0% enzyme
25% enzyme
50% enzyme
75% enzyme
100% enzyme

RateColor after 
Digestion

Initial ColorEnzyme 
Concentration

Data Table 1.
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Large Calories, Small Calories and Food
Food gives the energy needed for our physical activities, for the completion of our life functions 

and for the heat production that  maintains our body temperature. The daily energy required for these 
purposes is obtained through the oxidation of food in a process known as cellular respiration. During 
this process carbon and hydrogen, from the food, are oxidized to carbon dioxide and water and much of 
the food's energy is converted into a new chemical form that is useful to the cell.

Chemical energy is measured in units called calories. A calorie is the amount of energy needed 
to raise the temperature of 1 gram (1 ml) of water 1oC.  However, the energy contained in food is usually 
reported in units of 1 thousand calories.  This larger unit is called a kilo calorie (kcal) or large Calorie.  
Nutrition and diet tables always report the energy content of food in large Calories.

Estimates of the caloric content of food are obtained by burning weighted samples of the food in 
an atmosphere of pure oxygen.  Heat energy released during the burning process is captured by a water 
bath surrounding the combustion chamber.  Knowing the amount of water in the chamber and the change 
in temperature of the water it is possible to calculate the quantity of energy released from the food 
sample.  Results of some food caloric measurements are shown in Table 1. Note that the foods containing 
fats are more energy rich than those containing mostly carbohydrate.  Note also that foods containing 
much protein release the smallest amount of energy when burned.

To gain better understanding of calorimetry, you will measure the energy content of two foods 
that burn well in air.  For the measurements you will use a calorimeter (Figure 1) that is both 
simplified and far less expensive than the professional variety.  Yet with careful use, the calorimeter 
should allow you to make reliable energy comparisons between marshmallows and walnuts.  Your task 
is to figure out which food contains the most energy.  State your prediction as a hypothesis and record it 
after question 1 in the analysis section of this report.

Vernier Equipment
Temperature sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
Safety goggles, lab apron, calorimeter, 25 ml. graduated cylinder, beaker 100 ml., balance, forceps, 
kitchen matches, small piece of sandpaper, pot holder, aluminum foil, walnuts and small 
marshmallows, non-absorbent cotton

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron.  Tie back long hair and roll up long sleeves.  Familiarize yourself 
with the location of the laboratory fire extinguishers.  Use care when working with the matches and be 
sure they are extinguished in a beaker of water after using.  Do not consume any of the food samples in 
the laboratory. 
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Procedure - Calorimeter Assembly - Part A
1. Review the names of  the parts of the calorimeter (Figure 1).

2. Clear a wide area of your work space of flammable materials.

3. Place the table insulator with ceramic fiber center on the table top.

4. Weigh the food substance that is to be burned.  Record the mass in table 2.

5. Fashion a small nearly flat container out of aluminum foil to hold the food substance as it burns.

6. Place the container holding the food on the calorimeter support grating.

7. Place the support grating, container and food on the ceramic fiber insulator.

8. Place the aluminum inner calorimeter chamber over the support grating and its contents.

9. Place the outer calorimeter chamber over the inner chamber.  The small notches in the outer 
chamber should be at the top. The large opening should be at the bottom and the opening should 
be turned as figure 1 shows.
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10. Fill the test tube with 20 ml. of water. Record the volume of the water and the mass of the 
water in table 2.

11. Adjust the rubber support ring of the test tube so that it is 2.5 cm. from the lip.

12. Place the insulating cover on top of the outer chamber.  Center the hole so that it is above the 
opening of the inner chamber.

13. Place the test tube and water into the center hole of the cover.

Procedure - Measurement - Part B
1. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of 

the temperature sensor is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1).  The LabPro power 
supply is plugged into the LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable 
is plugged into the LabPro and the computer USB port.

2. Double click on the Logger Pro desk top icon to load the software program.  The experiment is set 
up automatically and the computer screen displays a data table and graph.  The data table has 
two columns, one labeled time and the other labeled Temperature.  The Y axis of the graph is 
labeled Temperature and the X axis is labeled time.

3. Click on collect and a plot of the temperature of the air appears on the graph and individual 
data readings appear in the table.  Click on stop to end data collection.

4. Place the temperature sensor into the test tube containing the water.  The sensor should be 
immersed in the water but it should not touch the glass sides or bottom of the test tube.  Bend 
the wire leading to the sensor if necessary.  Use a plug of non-absorbent cotton to hold the sensor 
wire in place.

5. Click on Collect and read and record the temperature of the water.  Take sufficient time for the 
temperature to stabilize.  Record the reading in table 2.  

6. Click on Stop.

7. Pull the gauze support stand forward through the opening in the inner and outer chambers.  Pull 
it forward until the food is outside the chamber walls.  Set fire to the food with a kitchen 
match.  This may require several attempts!  Discard burned matches in a beaker of tap water.

8. Quickly click on Collect and push the gauze and burning food back into the calorimeter.  Center 
the burning food under the test tube.

9. Record the temperature of the water after the food has stopped burning and the readings 
stabilize.  Record the maximum reading in Table 2.

10. Disassemble the apparatus and prepare for a new test.  Handle the parts with tongs and pot 
holders to prevent skin burns!

11. Repeat steps 3 -13 Part A and steps 2 - 7 Part B for the second food.

12. Close the experiment.  Disassemble and clean the calorimeter components. Dispose of the 
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burned matches as directed by your teacher.

Analysis
1. Write a hypothesis statement in proper form.

2. Make the calculations necessary to complete the analysis of both foods. See Table 2.

3. From your analysis, which food, contains the largest quantity of energy?

4. Which of the organic substances, protein, fat or carbohydrate do you think is more abundant in 
marshmallows?  Walnuts?

5. Evaluate your original hypothesis considering evidence you have collected.

6. Collect the results of this investigation from the other class teams.  Enter all readings in a 
spread sheet and average them.  Make a bar graph showing the average values and the values 
obtained by your team.

7. Compare your teams results with the class average.  Suggest reasons why there is so much 
variability in the data.

8. Obtain published values from your teacher of the energy content of marshmallows and walnuts.  
Calculate the percent of error in the class average measurements.  Percent error = difference 
between published and measured values divided by the published value times 100.

9. Active females your age need approximately 2300 (kcal) Calories per day.   Active males need 
approximately 3100 (kcal) Calories per day.  What weight of marshmallows would you need to 
eat each day to supply this energy?   What weight of walnuts would you need to eat to supply 
this energy?

Going Further
1. Using the same procedure, measure the energy content of other kinds of nuts.  Compare your 

results with published values.

2. Keep a record of the type and amounts of food you eat in one day.  Weigh the food using a food 
scale or small postage balance. Various books on nutrition contain the information necessary for 
you to calculate your total energy intake for one day.
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                   Table 1  Caloric Content of Food                   Table 1  Caloric Content of Food                   Table 1  Caloric Content of Food                   Table 1  Caloric Content of Food
Name Calories per 100 g. Name Calories per 100 g.

Butter 716 Milk whole 68
Cheese Swiss 370 Strawberries 37
Oranges 45 Pears 63
Corn Flakes 385 Bread White 275
Doughnuts 425 Apple Pie 246
Almonds 597 Peanuts 559
Pecans 696 Hamburger 364
Rib Roast 319 Cod Fish 74
Flounder 68 Chicken 112
Fudge 411 Potatoes 83
Sugar 385 Carrots 42
Asparagus 21 Spinach 20
Beans 90 Popcorn 386
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Table 2  Food Energy Value Calculations

Name of Food _______________________
Weight of Food (grams) ________________
Volume of Water (ml.)__________________
Initial Water Temperature _______________
Final Water Temperature _______________
Temperature Increase _________________

Volume of Water X Temperature Increase = Food Energy Released

_____________ X _________________ = ______________ calories

calories released  / 1000            = Kilo calories of Energy Released

___________  calories / 1000  = ____________ Kilo calories

Kilo calories released / Weight of Food = Kilo calories of Energy Released

_________ kilo calories /_________ grams = _________Kcal.  per gram

Kilo calories per gram X 100 = Kilo calories of Energy Released 

________Kcal. per gram X 100 grams = _________ Kcal per 100 grams
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Name of Food _______________________
Weight of Food (grams) ________________
Volume of Water (ml.)__________________
Initial Water Temperature _______________
Final Water Temperature _______________
Temperature Increase _________________

Volume of Water X Temperature Increase = Food Energy Released

_____________ X _________________ = ______________ calories

calories released  / 1000            = Kilo calories of Energy Released

___________  calories / 1000  = ____________ Kilo calories

Kilo calories released / Weight of Food = Kilo calories of Energy Released

_________ kilo calories /_________ grams = _________Kcal.  per gram

Kilo calories per gram X 100 = Kilo calories of Energy Released 

________Kcal. per gram X 100 grams = _________ Kcal per 100 grams
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

The Growth of a Population of Yeast
"The elephant is reckoned the slowest breeder of all known animals, and I have taken some pains to 
estimate its probable minimum rate of natural increase; it will be safest to assume that it begins 
breeding when thirty years old, bringing forth six young in the interval, and surviving till one hundred 
years old; if this be so, after a period of from 740 to 750 years there would be nearly nineteen million 
elephants alive descended from the first pair."   Charles Darwin, Origin of Species, 1859.

Where are these elephants today?  Obviously there must be some population checks and balances 
that limit the growth of elephants and all other species. Conditions limiting growth in numbers are 
generally called population dependent factors. These factors include food supply, disease, crowding, 
predation and resource depletion. Over time, a species grows until the environment is unable to support 
additional population members. At this point the population is said to have reached the carrying 
capacity of the environment. 

In this laboratory investigation we will model Darwin's elephant growth prediction.   Luckily it 
won't take 750 years to do this because it is possible to substitute yeast for elephants.  Yeast cells divide 
rapidly so the time scale can be greatly compressed.  You will begin the experiment with a few cells of 
one founder population growing in an ideal environment.  Another population will be started and placed 
in a less then ideal environment.  Then, over a period of five days, you will follow the change in the 
number of cells of each population using two different counting procedures.

Begin your study of population growth with a prediction.  Turn to the analysis section of this 
laboratory.  Draw a curve on the axis of the graph showing your prediction of how a population of yeast 
will change over time.  Assume the initial growth conditions are ideal.
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Vernier Equipment
LabPro Interface, Colorimeter, cuvette and cover
                    
Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron. Tie back long hair and roll up long loose sleeves. Be especially 
careful when washing and drying slides and cover slips.  Broken pieces are very sharp!  Report any cuts 
immediately.

Materials
Safety goggles, microscope, microscope counting slide, cover slip, lens paper, sterile 5 ml. pipettes, (2) 
250 ml Erlenmeyer flasks containing apple juice growth medium, sterile medicine droppers

Procedure
Part 1 Day 0 - Cell counts by Absorbance.

1. Label 2 Erlenmeyer flasks containing apple juice with your name and team number.  Mark one 
flask A, and the other flask B.  Remove the foil cap and using a sterile pipette transfer 5 ml of 
working yeast solution into flask A.  Replace the foil cap.  Remove the foil cap from flask B and 
using the same pipette transfer 5 ml of working yeast solution into flask B.  Replace the foil cap 
on flask B.  Save the pipette, keep it clean and sterile by placing it on a clean paper towel. 
Gently swirl each flask several times to mix their contents.  Avoid splashing  juice on the foil 
caps.

2. Check your computer lab station equipment for the following connections.  The cable of the 
colorimeter is plugged into LabPro channel 1 (ch1). The LabPro power supply is plugged into the 
LabPro AC adaptor port and a 110 volt outlet.  The USB cable is plugged into the LabPro and 
the computer USB port.
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3. Examine the colorimeter.  Open the cover by pushing the latch forward and lifting.  Notice the 
square opening in the center of the colorimeter.  This is the sample well.  Fill a cuvette with 3 
ml of distilled water.  Cover the cuvette with the plastic lid.  Wipe the cuvette with a clean 
paper towel.  Place the cuvette into the sample cell with one of the clear sides of the cuvette 
facing the arrow in the opening above the cell.  Close the cover.

4. The green indicator light should be on and located below the 565 nm label.  If the light is 
located in one of the other positions move it by pressing one of the two arrow pads.

5. Start the data collection software by double clicking on the LabPro icon found on the desk top.  
A data table and graph appear on the screen.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled Absorbance 
and the X axis is labeled Time (sec).  The Collect button at the top of the screen is highlighted. 

6. Click the Collect button to activate the collection procedure.  Data soon appears in the table, 
the graph and in a window above the graph.  It is the window that we are most interested in. 
The window displays two readings, one transmittance and the other absorbency.  The 
absorbance value should be close to 0.0.  If the absorbance value is above 0.01 or below -0.01 the 
colorimeter should be calibrated.  To calibrate the colorimeter, stop data collection, press the 
colorimeter’s cal pad and hold for 30 seconds.  Click collect and the data should be at the 0.0 
absorbance level.

7. Stop data collection, dump the distilled water and wash and dry the cuvette.

8. Measure the absorbance of the solution in each Erlenmeyer flask.  Proceed as follows: swirl the 
flask gently to mix the yeast cells and the apple juice, continue swirling until all of the yeast 
found on the bottom of the flask is suspended in the solution.  Expect some gas bubbles to be 
released.  Do not shake the flask. 

9. Remove the foil cap from the flask and hold it to prevent contamination.  Another team 
member should transfer 3 ml of the yeast apple juice mixture into the cuvette using the sterile 
pipette.  Replace the foil cap.  Hold the pipette to keep it  sterile.

10. Wipe the sides of the cuvette with a clean paper towel.  Place the cuvette into the colorimeter 
sample well and click on Collect. 

11. Allow a few seconds for the absorbance recording to stabilize.  Record the absorbance value in 
your team data table and in the class data table.

12. Remove the cuvette from the colorimeter.  Dump the contents of the cuvette.  Wash and dry the 
colorimeter before testing the second yeast culture. 

13. Place flasks A in the room temperature incubator.  Place flask B in the refrigerator.
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Part 2 Day 0 - Cell counts by observation.
1. Obtain a microscope, counting slide, cover slip, and lens paper.

2. Clean the lenses of your microscope and polish the counting slide and cover slip.

3. Place the counting slide on the stage of your microscope.  Place the cover slip on the slide so that 
it is supported by the two cover slips glued to the slide.  (See Figure 2)

4. Bring a small sample of the working yeast solution to your lab station.  Swirl the working 
solution before removing the sample.

5. Swirl your working yeast sample.  Place a small drop of the working yeast solution at the edge 
of the cover slip.  The solution should run back under the cover slip and fill the well of the 
counting chamber.

6. Using low power, focus on the cells in the well of the slide.  Adjust the light intensity for better 
clarity. A few cells should appear in the field of view.

7. Rotate the revolving nosepiece of your microscope to bring the high power lens into position.  
Focus the high power lens using the fine adjustment knob of your microscope.  Adjust the light 
intensity again to improve the clarity of your view. Now the cells should appear larger but less 
numerous.

8. Count all of the cells you see in the high power field. Some cells may have buds extending out 
from their wall.  Count buds as separate cells.  You may also find small clumps of cells. Count 
the cells in the clump individually as well. Record the number of cells in Table 2.  Move the 
slide to a new position.  Refocus the lens and count the number of cells in this new field of view.  
Record this number in Table 2. Continue this process until you have counted ten fields or two 
hundred cells.

9. Clean up your working area.  Wash and dry the counting slide and cover slip.

10. Complete Analysis Day 0.

Part 1 Days 1,2,3, and 4 - Cell Counts by Absorbance
1. Measure the absorbance of yeast cultures A and B by following the procedure used on day 0.  It is 

very important to suspend the cells in the culture  by swirling the flask gently several times. 
The bottom of the flask should be clear after swirling.  Do not shake the flask.  Record the data 
in Table 1 and in the master class data table.  Save the yeast solution from the cuvette in a 
clean test tube.  Keep each cuvette solution separate and identified. 

Part 2 Days 2 and 4 - Cell Counts by Observation
1. Count the cells in flasks A and B using the same procedure followed on day one.  This time 

however, you will count the cells in the flasks instead of those in the working solution.  Use a 
dropping pipette to transfer a small drop of yeast solution from the test tube containing culture 
A to the slide.  This is the liquid you saved from the cuvette. Use a new dropping pipette for 
each transfer to avoid cross contamination. Count ten fields or stop after counting 200 cells.  On 
day 4, the number of cells in the high power field may be too large to count. If this happens 
make a dilution of the culture you are counting.  Combine 1.0  ml of culture with 9.0 ml. of water.  
Mix the two solutions together and then count the number of cells in the diluted solution.  
Multiply the number of cells counted by ten to obtain an estimate of the cell count in the original 
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culture.

2. Record the data in Table 1 and in the master class data table.

3. Complete Analysis Day 2 and 4.

Analysis  Day 0.
             

1. What environmental condition is being varied in this investigation?

 

2.  Assume the area of the high power field of your microscope is 0.139 mm2 and the depth of the 
counting well is 0.25 mm.  (See figure 3.)  Solving for the volume of the cylinder you observed 
through the microscope we get 0.035 mm3.  Your teacher may alter these values slightly if your 
microscope is not a standard model.

3.  What is the average number of cells you counted in one field of view?  ________

4.  What is the volume of this field of view?  ________________

5.  How many cells would you estimate there would be in 1 mm3?  Solve for X using the following 
formula:     Ave. cell count / 0.035 = X / 1.0

6.  How many cells would you estimate there would be in one ml. of the working solution?  1000 mm3 
= 1 ml.
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7.  How many cells did you transfer from the working solution into Flasks A and B?

8.  How many cells are in each ml. of cultures A and B at time zero?  Remember the volume of the 
culture flask is 100 ml.  

9.  Enter the starting yeast cell counts for day 0 in Table 1 and in the master class data table.

Day 2 and 4
1. What is the average number of culture A cells counted in one field of view?

2. What is the volume of this field of view?

3. How many cells would there be in one mm3 of culture A?  See step 4 above.
4. How many cells would there be in one ml of culture A?  See step 5 above.

5. Enter the day 2 and 4  yeast cell counts for culture A in Table 1 and in the master class data 
table. 

6. What is the average number of culture B cells counted in one field of view?

7. What is the volume of this field of view?

8. How many culture B cells would there be in one mm3?  

9. How many culture B cells would there be in one ml?

10. Enter the day 2 and 4 yeast cell counts for culture B in Table 1 and in the master class data table.

Final Analysis
1. Prepare a graph showing change of the flask A yeast population (cells / ml.) with absorbance.  

Plot the data on 4 cycle semi log graph paper. Let the X axis represent absorbance and the Y 
axis represent the yeast population. Set the absorbance range from 0 to 100. Set the population 
range from 104 (100,000) to 108 (1,000,000,000). Make a mark at the intersection of the first pair 
of data points. Label this point day 0.  Similarly label the other points of intersection day 2 
and 4. Join the data points with a "best fit" line. This line can now be used to estimate cell 
counts on days 1 and 3. Repeat this procedure for flask B using a dotted line.  Write a title for 
the graph.

2. Calculate the average of the team readings from the master class data table. These averages 
may already be available to you if the data was entered into a master class spreadsheet.

3. Plot a new graph on a second sheet of semi log graph paper. Plot the population size (cells / 
ml.) on the Y axis and the age of the culture (days) on the X axis. Plot team data and class 
average data for cultures A and B.  Connect the sets of data points with "best fit" lines. Use 
some coding method to identify the four curves drawn on the graph. Write a title for the graph.

4. Examine the class average curve for culture A. Concentrate on a region of the curve where it is 
linear and rising rapidly. Use this region of the graph to estimate the time it takes for the 
yeast population to double.  _________________
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5. Estimate the doubling time for culture B using the procedure described above. _________

6. How do you account for the difference in the doubling time between culture A and B?

7. Scientists have to be careful to avoid drawing conclusions based on erroneous data. How reliable 
is your data?  Compare your estimates of yeast population growth to that of the other teams in 
your class. Is there any variation from team to team?  Can you find any reasons for the 
differences found?  How would you change the experiment to make the data more reliable?

8. Examine the class average curve for culture A again.  Is the rate of growth of the population 
constant?  Does the rate of growth of the population slow as the culture ages? Identify any 
population dependent factors that might cause a change in the rate of growth of a population of 
yeast cells.

9. Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of the two methods you used for estimating yeast 
population growth.

Going Further
1. Continue your study of how temperature affects the growth of yeast by incubating the cultures in 

warm water baths.  Use aquarium heaters as a source of constant temperature.

2. Wine is a product of yeast fermentation.  The literature suggests that fermentation ends when 
the alcoholic concentration of the wine reaches 11 - 12%.  Study the growth of yeast in various 
concentrations of denatured ethanol and culture medium.  Does alcohol limit both fermentation 
and cell division?

3. Modify the experiment to study the growth of nonpathogenic cultures of bacteria. Study the 
growth of these populations in the presence of antibiotics.
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Day 4 Cell Count
Day 4 Absorbance
Day 3 Absorbance
Day 2 Cell Count
Day 2 Absorbance
Day 1 Absorbance
Day 0 Cell Count
Day 0 Absorbance

Culture Flask BCulture Flask ADay

Table 1.  Team Absorbance and Cell Counts

Average
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Yeast Cells Counted (B)Yeast Cells Counted (A)Field Number

Table 2. High Power Field Cell Counts
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

Biochemical Oxygen Demand
Unwanted and untreated organic substances are often dumped into fresh and saltwater ecosystems 

for disposal.  This ecologically unsound act increases the food supply of the decomposers that live in 
these waters.  In the water, aerobic decomposers, primarily bacteria, are constantly at work breaking 
down organic material via the process of cellular respiration.  This process slowly cleans the water by 
converting the organic material  into water and carbon dioxide.

Consider, however, that respiration removes oxygen from the water.  If the organic content of the 
water is low, small numbers of bacteria can break the matter down without using large quantities of 
oxygen.  If, however, a large amount of organic matter is present in the water or if a large amount of 
organic matter is dumped into the water, the bacteria population will grow explosively.  Rapid 
growth, caused by the increased food supply, often leads to oxygen depletion and the death of aerobic 
organisms.

In this investigation we will measure the amount of oxygen used by the bacteria in a sample of 
unpolluted lake or stream water.  Then, we will compare the baseline measurement to the amount of 
oxygen used by the bacteria in a second water sample.  This sample will contain an added organic 
substance.  Your task is to figure out how the addition of organic matter to water changes the demand for 
oxygen by the decomposers in the water.   State your prediction as a hypothesis and record it after 
question 1 in the analysis section of this report.

Vernier Equipment
Dissolved oxygen sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
per lab team, safety goggles, lab aprons, 2 BOD bottles (300 ml.), 2 nutrient buffer powder pillows, 
bacteria solution, aluminum foil, scissors, graduated cylinder (10 ml.), milk, lake, stream or pond water, 
clean 1/2 gallon plastic milk container with cap.

Safety
Wear safety goggles and lab apron. Tie back long hair and roll up long, loose sleeves

Procedure
Day 1

1. Fill a BOD bottle with stream, pond of lake water.   Pour this water into a clean empty milk 
jug.  Repeat the process .  The jug should now contain two volumes of water.   Cap the milk jug 
and shake it vigorously for two minutes. 

2. Fill two BOD bottles with the freshly aerated water from the jug.  Label one bottle control and 
label the second bottle experimental.

3. Add the contents of one nutrient buffer powder pillow to each BOD bottle.  Use a scissors to cut 
away one end of the pillow.  Pour the contents of the pillow into the bottle.  The buffer provides 
inorganic nutrients necessary for bacterial growth in case these are not already present in the 
water.
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4. Add one drop of bacteria solution to each bottle.  Obtain the solution from the supply table.

5. Remove 5 ml of water from the experimental bottle.  Replace this water with 5 m. of milk.   
This step represents an accidental spill or a deliberate dumping of waste into the ecosystem.

6. Take both bottles to the dissolved oxygen test station.   The dissolved oxygen sensor should be 
ready for you to use.  It requires a 10 minute warm up period and  must remain continuously 
connected to the LabPro interface.  When the sensor is not being used it is stored, temporarily, in 
a beaker containing distilled water.

7. Click on Collect. Readings should begin to appear in the table.  

8. Remove the sensor from the storage beaker and place its tip into the neck of one of the BOD 
bottles.  Submerge the sensor’s tip 2 to 3 centimeters.   Some water may run over the edge of the 
bottle when you do this.  Slowly move the probe’s tip in the water while you wait for the 
dissolved oxygen reading to stabilize.  Constant movement of the probe is required in order to 
obtain an accurate reading.   Record the zero hour aerated D.O. value in Table 1.

9. Find the D.O. level of the second bottle and record this zero hour aerated value in Table 1.

10. Add enough distilled water to each bottle to bring the level to the very top of the neck.  Seal 
the bottle with the glass stopper or screw cap provided.  Bubbles of air must not be present in 
the bottle after it has been sealed.  Check for bubbles by turning the container over.  If bubbles 
are present refill the bottle and seal it again.

11. Wrap each BOD bottle in aluminum foil.  This step will provent photosynthesis by any algae 
in the water sample. 

12. BOD determination normally takes 5 days at a temperature of 20 degrees Celsius.  We will 
simulate the 5 day test by raising the temperature to 30 degrees Celsius and limiting the time to 
3 days.   Place both bottles in the incubator provided.  Record the temperature of the incubator 
in Table 2.

Day 2
1. Take both bottles to the dissolved oxygen test station.  Remove but save the aluminum foil.  The 

sensor should be warmed up and ready to read dissolved oxygen levels. Click on Collect. 

2. Remove the glass stopper.  Place the tip of the oxygen probe into the neck of the first BOD 
bottle. Submerge the probe’s tip 2 to 3 centimeters.  Some water may run over the edge of the 
bottle when you do this.  Slowly move the probe’s tip in the water while you wait for the 
dissolved oxygen reading to stabilize.  Constant movement of the probe is required in order to 
obtain an accurate reading.   Record the 24 hour D.O. value in Table 1.

3. Find the 24 hour D.O. level of the second bottle and record this value in Table 1.

4. Pour the contents of the control bottle into a clean milk jug.   Cap and shake the jug for two 
minutes.  Pour the water back into the control bottle.

5. Take the bottle to the BOD test station and find the D.O. level of the freshly aerated control 
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water.  Record the 24 hour aerated D.O. value in Table 1.

6. Pour the contents of the experimental bottle into a clean milk jug.  Cap and shake the jug for two 
minutes.  Pour the water back into the experimental bottle. 

7. Take the bottle to the BOD test station and find the D.O. level of the freshly aerated 
experimental water.  Record the 24 hour aerated D.O. value in Table 1.

8. Add enough distilled water to each bottle to bring the level to the very top of the neck.  Seal 
each bottle with the glass stopper or screw cap provided.  Bubbles of air must not be present in 
the bottle after it has been sealed.  Check for bubbles by turning the container over.  If bubbles 
are present refill the bottle and seal it again.  Replace the aluminum foil you removed earlier.

9. Return both bottles to the incubator. Record the incubator temperature in Table 2.

Day 3
1. Take both bottles to a dissolved oxygen test station.  The sensor should be ready to collect data.  

Remove and save the aluminum foil from the bottles.  Click on Collect.

2. Remove the glass stopper and place the tip of the oxygen sensor into the neck of the control 
BOD bottle.  Submerge the probe’s tip 2 to 3 centimeters.  Some water may run over the edge of 
the bottle when you do this.   Slowly move the sensor’s tip in the water while you wait for the 
dissolved oxygen reading to stabilize.   Constant movement of the sensor is required in order to 
obtain an accurate reading.   Record the 48 hour D.O. value in Table 1.

3. Find the 48 hour D.O. level of the experimental bottle and record this value in Table 
1.

4. Pour the contents of the control bottle into a clean milk jug.   Cap and shake the jug for two 
minutes.  Pour the water back into the control bottle.

5. Take the bottle to the BOD test station and find the D.O. level of the freshly aerated control 
water.  Record the 48 hour aerated D.O. value in Table 1.

6. Pour the contents of the experimental bottle into a clean milk jug.   Cap and shake the jug for two 
minutes. Pour the water back into the experimental bottle.

7. Take the bottle to the BOD test station and find the D.O. level of the freshly aerated 
experimental water.  Record the 48 hour aerated D.O. value in Table 1.

8. Add enough distilled water to each bottle to bring the level to the very top of the neck.  Seal 
each bottle with the glass stopper or screw cap provided.  Bubbles of air must not be present in 
the bottle after it has been sealed.  Check for bubbles by turning the container over. If bubbles 
are present refill the bottle and seal it again.  Replace the aluminum foil you removed earlier.

9. Return both bottles to the incubator. Record the incubator temperature in Table 2.

Day 4 
1. Take both bottles to a dissolved oxygen test station.  The sensor should be ready to read the 

dissolved oxygen levels of your bottles.  Remove and discard the aluminum foil.
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2. Remove the glass stopper from one of the bottles.  Place the tip of the oxygen sensor into the 
neck the BOD bottle.  Submerge the sensor’s tip 2 to 3 centimeters.  Some water may run over the 
edge of the bottle when you do this.  Slowly move the sensor’s tip in the water while you wait 
for the dissolved oxygen reading to stabilize.  Constant movement of the probe is required in 
order to obtain an accurate reading.   Record the 72 hour D.O. value in Table 1.

3. Find the 72 hour D.O. level of the second bottle and record this value in Table 1.

4. Record the temperature of the incubator in Table 2.

5. Dump the contents of both bottles. Wash, rinse and dry both bottles.  Return the bottles to the 
supply counter.

6. Complete the analysis section of the laboratory. 

Analysis
1. Write you hypothesis in proper form.

2. Using the information recorded in Table 1 calculate the amount of oxygen removed from each 
bottle during the first 24 hours of incubation.  Subtract the value in row three from the value in 
row two.  Record  the difference in row 4. 

3. Calculate the amount of oxygen removed from each bottle during the second 24 hour period.   
Subtract the value in row 6 from the value in row 5.  Record the difference in row 7.  

4. Calculate the amount of oxygen removed from each bottle during the third 24 hour period.  
Subtract the value in row 9 from the value in row 8.  Record the difference in row 10 

5. Calculate the 3 day BOD for each bottle of water by adding the values found in rows 4, 7, and 
10.   Record the total BOD value in row 11.

6. Plot a bar graph showing the BOD of the control and experimental water.

7. What relationship do you find between the amount of organic matter in the water and the 
biochemical oxygen demand of the water?

8. Is your hypothesis supported by the data collected?  Explain why it is supported or why it is 
not supported by the data.

9. Using standard references look up the dissolved oxygen requirements of a few 
representative aquatic animals.  Which of these animals would be able to survive in the control 
water?  Which of these animals would be able to survive in the experimental water?

10. Write a short paragraph explaining why it is ecologically unsound to dump large quantities of 
organic matter into natural bodies of water.

Going Further  
1. Compare the BOD of different types of freshwater, lakes, rivers, ponds and streams.
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2. Compare the BOD of similar water but with varying amounts of organic matter  added.

3. Compare the BOD of different kinds of organic matter, added to the same kind of water.

4. Find the BOD of river water above and below a source of pollution.
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4
3
2
1

TemperatureDay
Table 2. Incubator Temperatures
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Total mg/L D.O.
Difference
72 Hour
48 Hour Aerated
Difference
48 Hour
24 Hour Aerated
Difference
24 Hour
0 Hour Aerated

Experimental BottleControl BottleTime (Hours)
Table 1. Dissolved Oxygen Readings (mg/L)
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   LABORATORY
INVESTIGATION

pH an Environmental Limiting Factor
Recall from your earlier work that pH is a measure of the hydrogen ion concentration of an 

aqueous substance.  The pH scale ranges from 0 to 14.  On the pH scale 7 is neutral, below 7 is acid, and 
above 7 is alkaline or basic.

In this investigation, we will explore the limiting nature of pH and attempt to discover the 
range of pH found in soils, bodies of water, drinking water and in rainfall.  Limiting factors restrict the 
growth of organisms and serve as population checks. For example, fish usually do well in bodies of 
water with stable pH values between 6.7 to 8.6. Within the 6.7 to 8.6 range the pH has no effect on 
their life processes.  Outside this range fish are less successful and beyond the range of pH 5 to 9 only a 
few highly adapted species live.

The pH of a body of water often depends on its age and on the soils in its surrounding drainage 
basin.  Young lakes tend to be nutrient poor (oligotrophic) and alkaline.  As a lake ages it collects 
nutrients and builds up extensive vegetation.  It then becomes less alkaline as decaying plant material 
releases carbon dioxide into the water. Lakes of this type are said to be eutrophic in character.

Soils alter the pH of water that drains from it.  Alkaline soils, those derived from limestone 
and dolomite add ions to the water that raises the pH.  Acid soils, those derived from igneous rock 
contribute ions that lower the pH of the water.  To predict the pH of a stream or lake check the 
surrounding geology of the region.

Natural bodies of water generally have pH values between 6.8 to 8.5.  Values beyond this range 
are unusual and when found suspect pollution unless some natural cause is known.

Soil pH limits the availability of minerals needed by the plants growing in the soil.  In some 
soils the minerals needed by the plant are present but because of an inadequate pH the plant suffers 
from mineral deficiency . Agricultural plants such as corn, oats, barley and soy beans have a pH 
optimum of 6.8.  Some acid loving plants such as rhododendrons and azaleas thrive in soils with a pH of 
4 to 5. Plants also modify the pH of the soil in which they grow.  Plant debris builds up under the plant 
and finally returns to the soil as decomposers complete their work.

Think of this laboratory as open ended and long running. Investigate the pH of any soil or water 
that interests you.  Try to obtain soil and water from outside the region where you live.  Follow the pH 
of soil and water seasonally and daily.  Look for pH shifts caused by man and by organisms living in the 
soil and water.  Each following activity is only intended to get you started.   They should motivate you 
to conduct further studies and to teach you the proper collection and analysis techniques.

Vernier Equipment
pH sensor, LabPro interface

Materials
Rinse bottle with distilled water, zip lock bags, pint jars with lids, decigram or centigram balance, 
centrifuge or filter paper, funnel and ring stand; hand trowel or spade, rain gauge, beaker

Safety
Wear safety goggles and  lab apron.  Tie back long hair and roll up long, loose sleeves  Do not bring 
water into the laboratory from a suspected or known polluted source.
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Procedure - Lakes, ponds and streams
1. Collect a water sample from the source in a clean pint jar on the day of the test.  Cap the jar and 

store in a cool place until the test is completed.   If the test cannot be completed on the same day 
store the water sample in a refrigerator.

2. Double click on the Logger Pro desk top icon to load the software program.  The experiment is set 
up automatically and the computer screen displays a data table and graph.  The data table has 
two columns one labeled time and the other labeled pH.  The Y axis of the graph is labeled pH 
and the X axis is labeled time. 

3. Remove the storage bottle from the pH sensor by turning the bottle cap counterclockwise until it 
is free from the container.  Slide the cap from the probe and replace is on the bottle.  Set the 
bottle aside where it will not be spilled. Rinse the sensor probe with distilled water.

4. Pour 50 ml. of buffer (pH 7), into a 250 ml. beaker.  Place the pH sensor into the buffer solution. 
Single click on the Collect button.  Gently swirl the beaker to cause the buffer to flow around the 
probe.  Data will begin to appear in the table and graph. Read the pH of the buffer when the 
computer reading stabilizes.  The reading should be very close to pH 7.  Report any large 
variance to your teacher otherwise continue to step 5.

5. The Logger Pro software takes a pH reading every two seconds and will do this continuously for 
120 seconds.  After 120 seconds the table and graph will be full and no new readings will be 
displayed.  Click on Stop after you finish each test.  Then, to start a new test, click on Collect 
and Logger Pro will erase the old data and start a new  data set. 

6. Record the pH of the buffer solution in Table 1.   Rinse the probe in a beaker of tap water.  
Record the pH of the tap water in Table 1.  Place the probe in the water sample you collected 
and record the pH of the sample in Table 1.

7. Return the probe to the storage bottle and close the experiment.

8. Continue to collect and test water samples from various sources.

9. Compare the pH of water taken from lakes, ponds and streams.   Compare the pH of 
oligotrophic and eutrophic lakes.

10. Follow the pH of the same lake, pond or stream over several months.  Try to collect water 
weekly or biweekly and at approximately the same time of the day.

Procedure - Acid Rain 
1. Collect samples of rain and snowfall over an extended period from a fixed location.   It is best to 

measure the rainfall with a rain gauge and then to transfer the water into a clean pint jar.  
Snow can be transferred directly into the jar.  Snow should be allowed to melt at room 
temperature.  Do not heat the snow to melt it.  Refrigerate the sample if it cannot be tested on 
the same day that it is collected.

2. Record the amount of rainfall in Table 2.   If known, record the direction of the storm that 
produced the rain.   Measure the pH of the rain or snowfall using the procedure described above.   
Record the pH measurement in Table 2.
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3. Collect rainfall from different areas of your city or from different regions away from your home 
if you live in a rural area.

Procedure - pH photosynthesis and respiration 
1. Collect and test water samples from a pond or lake.  Samples should be collected every 2 to 3 

hours for a day or more.  Select a pond or lake that is rich in vegetation.  Try to select a day for 
testing when the forecast is for bright sun and warm temperatures.  Refrigerate the samples if 
they cannot be tested on the same day they are collected.

2. Record the pH, time of day, and sky condition in Table 3.

3. Repeat the procedure described above but select a cloudy and cool day to make your collections 
and measurements.

Procedure - Drinking water
1. Collect and test samples of water that you drink.  Follow the directions for pH testing described 

in the lake, pond and stream procedure.  Record the pH of the drinking water in Table 4.

2. Compare the pH of untreated well water and treated city drinking water obtained from rivers 
and reservoirs.

Procedure - Soils and pH 

1. Collect soil samples from several ecosystems.  Possible soil sources include; lawns, gardens,  
fields, pine forests, deciduous forests, grasslands, wet lands, and deserts.

2. Use a spade to cut a V shaped section of soil and then remove from the section a one inch slice 
(See Figure1).  Place the slice of soil in a zip lock bag for temporary storage. 

3. Bring the soil to the laboratory and crumble the slice of soil into an aluminum pie tin. Allow 
the soil to air dry over one or two days.

4. After the soil is dry remove any plant matter and pebbles.  Grind the soil to reduce it to a 
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powder.

5. Place 25 grams of powdered soil into a pint jar.  Add 50 grams of distilled water  (pH 7) to the 
jar. Place a cover over the jar and shake the mixture thoroughly. 

6. Allow the soil and water mixture to stand 24 hours.

7. After the mixture has been standing for one day, pour it through a filter or centrifuge a portion 
of it.

8. Measure the pH of the filtrate or supernatant. Record the pH of the soil in Table 5.

9. Continue to collect and test soil samples from various sources.

Analysis
1. Write a report summarizing your investigation of pH and natural bodies of water.

2. Write a report summarizing your investigation of pH and rainfall.

3. Write a report summarizing your investigation of diurnal pH changes.

4. Write a report summarizing your investigation of pH and drinking water.

5. Write a report summarizing your investigation of pH and soils.

Going Further
1. Using the capabilities of your computer and the internet try to exchange lake, pond and stream 

pH information with students from other schools in your region and country.

2. Using the capabilities of your computer and the internet try to exchange acid rain information 
with students from other schools in your region and country.

3. Using the capabilities of your computer and the internet try to exchange drinking water 
information with students from other schools in your region and country.

4. Using the capabilities of your computer and the internet try to exchange soil pH information 
with students from other schools in your region and country.
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 Table 1.  Lake, stream, River and Pond pH Comparisons Table 1.  Lake, stream, River and Pond pH Comparisons Table 1.  Lake, stream, River and Pond pH Comparisons Table 1.  Lake, stream, River and Pond pH Comparisons Table 1.  Lake, stream, River and Pond pH Comparisons
Type Name Date Time Sky pH

Lakes

Streams

Rivers

Ponds
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                        Table 2.  pH of Rainfall                        Table 2.  pH of Rainfall                        Table 2.  pH of Rainfall
Location Date Time Direction Amount pH

                 Table 3. Diurnal pH Changes                 Table 3. Diurnal pH Changes                 Table 3. Diurnal pH Changes
Name Date Time Sky pH

  Table 4.  pH of Drinking Water Sources  Table 4.  pH of Drinking Water Sources
Location Type Date pH

             Table 5.  pH of Soil Samples
Soil Source pH
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